
Release Notes - What's New?

Below are cumula�ve changes to STRUCTURE (Version 18)



18.04.07

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job Cos�ng 55667 JIE - INSTANT
INVOICE ENTRY
(1)

Corrected the search of transac�ons in JIE to correctly display the job reference.

 56275 JIU - INSTANT
INVOICE

Corrected an issue where the labels for OH/Profit and Sales Tax were not prin�ng.

Accounts Payable 55628 VMR - REPORT
GENERATOR

Due to the changes made to the 1099 process we have added a new column choice
in VMR (#46 Prev 1099 Amt). Choice 25 will be the current year's 1099 amount, #46
will be the previous years. (Based on the calendar date)

Payroll 55276 EHP - Create
1095C pdf

Updated the 1095 pdf for 2021.

 55297 EHX - IRS 1095
XML FILE GEN

The 1094/1095 upload to the IRS has been updated for 2021 filing.

 49884 ELR - EMPLOYEE
LINE REPORT

Corrected an issue in ELR, that produced an error message when prin�ng the report.

 54758 EQS - STATE
QRTRLY RPT
MAINT

Updates will no longer adversely effect ETF records when customers have a private
plan for MA Paid Family Leave.

 54739 1095-C form has been updated for 2021.

Quotes/Proposals 56271 QPP -
PROPOSAL
PRINT

Corrected an issue for a special Quote print that lost its bullet points.

Accounts
Receivable

55549 AGE -
STANDARD
AGING

Removed an extra blank page when run a certain way.

Roll Inventory 56013 ICJ - JOB CUT
SHEET

You should no longer see a message from STRUCTURE about someone having a job
in ICJ, when they really don't. It was determined that users were calling up a job to
look at the detail, and clicking [Exit]. If you clicked [Ok], there was no issue. So, we
have disabled the [Exit] bu�on un�l you are back at the top of the screen, the Job #
field. This should eliminate 'bad' messages.

 55938 IOI - INV MAINT
(view only)

Tag/Roll searches in IOI, IMT, INT, IRT have been correct to show correct balance.

 55436 IRE - ROLL
RECEIPT ENTRY

When adding owner supplied material, or any other rolled goods directly into
inventory, the system will now allow and save any manufacture/style/color/# entered
in the IRE screen.

 55768 ISE - Pack Slip
Entry

if changes are made to the Manufacture/style/color fields at the bo�om of ISE, they
will now update to IMT.

Work Orders 52935 WRU -
PM/RECURRING
SCHED UPDATE

Corrected an issue where recurring work orders were overwri�ng the Job Reference
field with the WO#.



18.04.06

Module IM# PROC Issue

Payroll 53434 EW2 - PRINTING W2'S Updated the descrip�on that prints in Box 14 for the Connec�cut Family Leave. "CTPL"

 56299 FICA limit will increase to $147,000 
Federal withholding 
Massachuse�s Paid Family Medical Leave 
State Taxes  
State Unemployment Limits 
 
Please visit h�ps://www.cfdatasupport.com/year-end for more informa�on.



18.04.05

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 54069 Updated the look of a few menus.

Job Cos�ng 55358 JIU - INSTANT
INVOICE

Made addi�onal adjustments to the instant invoice print (JIU) for those users that enter
more than 30 characters of descrip�on. If unit of measure or unit price are not found on a
line, and the system can clearly display all characters, it will, without dropping a line
between items. If there isn't enough room to print all characters, then unit price and unit
of measure will drop to the next line. If anyone has concerns with how their Instant
invoice prints, and for addi�onal op�ons, call Support.

Accounts
Payable

54391 VHD - HISTORY
WITHIN DATE

Corrected an issue when running the VHD "with Codes". The report will now print.

 54784 VMT - VENDOR
MAINTENANCE

Because changes were made to how STRUCTURE now processes 1099s, the vendor
master screen will display the 1099 amount for the current and previous years.

 54543 VVE -
VOUCHER
MAINTENANCE

The [Undo] op�on has been re-instated in the VSM screen when the user gets there via
Voucher Entry.

 54845 VVE -
VOUCHER
MAINTENANCE

A new control ques�on has been added. VCQ/#2022 Do you want to apply vouchers
against the total contract only? If yes, the vouchers will not get posted against individual
changes to a VSM record. User will only get messages of going over the total contract.

 55261 VVE -
VOUCHER
MAINTENANCE

For users that will not be posing vouchers against changes to a subcontract, VCQ/#2022
should be answered 'Y'. When the list of contracts for a Vendor/Job combina�on is
displayed, the full adjusted contract will display.

 55383 VYE - 1099
MAINTENANCE

Year End Procedures, 1099 processing has changed. Although we encourage crea�ng your
1099s before the first check run of the new year, you no longer have to. The system will
now look at the payment dates to determine the 1099 amount.  
The 1099-NEC form changed as well, and will now print 3 vendors to a sheet. VYE - 1099
Maintenance and Print, is both the edit AND print program.

 54781 Menu has changed due to the new processes for 1099s.

Project
Management

54733 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

Corrected an issue, can now print change requests created in quote entry from the PJC
screen.

Payroll 55384 ECA - WHICH
ECA TO RUN

Corrected and Index out of Bounds error.

Accounts
Receivable

55357 AGE -
STANDARD
AGING

Corrected issues found in the aging when run by Job#.

 54360 ARR - Check
Pos�ng For
Error

For those users that need or want to print their retainage invoices from ARR, you will now
be able to do so again.

Roll Inventory 54973 ISE - Pack Slip
Entry

Corrected an issue with cursor placement a�er 'show all' bu�on is selected.



 54996 ISE - Pack Slip
Entry

A�er listening to feedback from customers, a change was made to how completed PO's
would be handled in ISE. When the control is set, the system will give the user a message
that the PO is complete, but allow the user to con�nue. Cursor movements will be the
same as an open PO. This will allow for mul�ple rolls/tags to be entered on a completed
PO.



18.04.04

Module IM# PROC Issue

Accounts Payable 54540 VSR -
SUBCONTRACTOR
RPT GEN

Fixed issue where incorrect report informa�on was prin�ng.

Purchase Orders 55000 PRU - BATCH
CHECK PROGRAM

Corrected an issue where PRU was wiping out all packing slip amounts on a PO,
not just those that were on the invoice.

Quotes/Proposals 54715 QPE - BID ENTRY Added new feature in QPE where users can mark PI lines complete. Once marked
complete, PI line changes color within the Line Items tab.



18.04.03

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job Cos�ng 53226 JIU - INSTANT
INVOICE

If 50 characters of text are entered in JIE on a detail line, all characters will now
print properly.

Quotes/Proposals 53952 QPE - BID ENTRY Customer PO# can now be entered prior to booking the job. This field is
15characters to match the customer PO# field in JJE.

Accounts
Receivable

54747 AGE - STANDARD
AGING

Penny missing in totals has been reinstated.

System (General) 54689 DEC - EXECUTIVE
CENTER

Enhanced the Execu�ve Center update. Use the Save Dates to hold the dates
used when upda�ng nightly through BRAINS.

Work Orders 54552 WGR - SERV
LOCATION
GENERATOR

WGR will now print full contract amount if over a million dollars.



18.04.02

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job Cos�ng 54021 JBU - BILLS TO PRINT The columns for Balance to Finish on the G702 has been expanded to 99
million.

 54186 JDC - DETAIL COST
REPORT

JDC when run for selected cost type only has been corrected to read just that
type when run through BRAINS

 54058 JMG - MASTER REPORT
GENERATOR

Corrected an issue with JMG run through BRAINS not recognizing 'Exclude
Unapproved Budgets'.

Low Voltage 52299 LTR - INVENTORY
TRANSFER

Enhanced the transfer program to allow to transfer to stock from Job
Inventory.

Accounts
Receivable

54508 AGE - STANDARD AGING Corrected issues with spacing and missing customer names.

Work Orders 54086 WSC - SERVICE LOCATION
MAINT

PM intervals will now allow for 52 weeks.



18.04.00

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 32588 DPC - PROJECT
CENTER

Added informa�onal text to help user navigate the screen. User can right-click on
Job# to go to JJI. Display grid is sortable by clicking on any column heading.

General Ledger 54038 GPT - PP
TEMPLATE
HEADER

Added an op�on that will automa�cally strip comma's from your payee names in
your csv and/or fixed width posi�ve pay upload file. Please contact Support if you
want/ need to change your template(s).

Job Cos�ng 39874 JBU - BILLS TO
PRINT

JBU32 - Unit Price Invoice can now print with the new format as other T&M invoices
using FPC - Form Print Configura�on.

 53218 JDC - DETAIL
COST REPORT

"Selected Costs" lines will no longer print in random spots when run by Selected
Costs.

 41262 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

Corrected an issue with the job search not displaying properly when the schedule
was imported via spreadsheet.

 53999 JFR - AIA FORM
REPORT

Corrected an issue with JFR to Excel put incorrect values in the Work In Place
column.

Low Voltage 52731 LSE - PACKING
SLIP ENTRY

LSE will now give a user the op�on to receive material against a closed PO. (invoice
came in before the material) HMQ/LVG/#6035 must equal 'Y'

Purchase Orders 53318 PRG - PO
REPORT
GENERATOR

Corrected issue when PRG was run with sort op�ons 'Packing Slip $' or 'Received $"
printed with incorrect figures.

Payroll 53436 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

The gross used to calculate Connec�cut Paid Leave is the same gross that fica taxes
are based on (pre-tax deduc�ons are subtracted, 401K is not subtracted). A change
was made to the Reportable Gross column of the quarterly CT Paid Leave report to
reflect the proper gross.

 41220 EWU - READY
FOR WEEKLY
UPDATE

Changed the date used on Job Cost entries for Actual Burden when HMQ/PRL/6049
is answered Y to be the pos�ng date instead of the week ending date.

 49399 EWU - READY
FOR WEEKLY
UPDATE

Corrected an issue where actual burden dates displayed as 00/00/00 in job cost. This
occurred if EAR was run right a�er JPU. (ETE was not entered.)

 52676 JPU - JOB TO
PAYROLL

Corrected issue causing the wrong tax state to be brought in when controls are set to
read the tax state from the job, and the state was NH. It was bringing in MA instead
of NH.

Quotes/Proposals 41463 QPE - BID
ENTRY

New import op�on for detail lines in QPE. Works in conjunc�on with new PROC,
QSM. 
QSM, tells the system how your spreadsheet is set up. Control HMQ/QPS/#1110 = I,
the system will look to QSM for the spreadsheet layout.  
Call Marilyn to get a sample spreadsheet if interested. Works with spreadsheet
created from SpecIntel.

 54105 QPE - BID
ENTRY

4 decimal places have been added to the right of the decimal for the cost fields of
QPE. Markup % has expanded to 4 decimals to both the le� and right of the decimal.



 52777 QPP -
PROPOSAL
PRINT

Corrected issue with the [Email] bu�on on certain quote op�ons, not actually
emailing the quote.

 53208 QPX - Create
Purchase
Orders

Search on available quotes, will only show quotes that have been awarded.

 53108 NEW PROC: found on the Quote Controls menu. Allows the user to tell STRUCTURE,
how their spreadsheet they want to import to QPE is setup.  
Works with HMQ/QPS/#1110=I. Default setup works with exported spreadsheet
from SpecIntel.

Accounts
Receivable

52402 AGE -
STANDARD
AGING

Corrected issues with page breaks when run by Sales Rep.

 53865 ARA - Reset
Customer Aging

ARA - Reset Customer High Balance/Aging used to keep messages in Work Order and
Job Entry up to date, can now be run nightly as a BRAINS run update.

Roll Inventory 52728 ISE - Pack Slip
Entry

ISE will now give the user the capability to receive material into inventory, a�er the
PO has been completed by PRE. HMQ/RIS/#215=Y.

 52493 IWJ - WORK
TICKETS FROM
POS/JOB

Added ability to customize work �ckets with RTC program.

 54090 IWJ - WORK
TICKETS FROM
POS/JOB

Corrected IWJ to display non-roll items that were received into inventory in the
newly name 'Inventory Qty' column.

 54162 IWT - WORK
TICKET
GENERATOR

NEW PROC: IWT - Work Ticket Generator. This program works like IWU, however will
allow the user to customize the �cket that is produced. Will use the RTC - Form
Generator logic, and must be set up there.  
Contact Marilyn to get a default form.

 54286 Corrected an issue found in 18.03.01 with regard to bar codes not being readable on
labels and �ckets.

System (General) 54178 CVP - CHANGE
VIEW/PRINT
SETTING

CVP will now have addi�onal fonts to choose from for prin�ng reports and forms.  
Each user should rerun the client install in order to see these new fonts. They are all
fixed fonts. Bold and regular text use the same amount of space.

 54023 DBA - ADMIN
ONLY
FUNCTION

Made some changes to the Dashboard menu. To update the data, run [Update] from
within DEC, or have DBU - Dashboard Update run through BRAINS. Call if you need
assistance.

Work Orders 54161 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Corrected an issue with phrases. Can now append or overwrite the phrases on the
screen.



18.03.00

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job
Cos�ng

53716 JDC - DETAIL COST
REPORT

Fixed an error when running JDC by selected job, and choosing the last job in this list.

Payroll 53826 EEX - MAKE DW 4 CERT
PRL EXPORT

Updated the expira�on date on the OBM number for the federal form.

 52926 Payroll tax withholding changes for the states of Idaho, Kansas, New York & Yonkers,
Ohio (state and local), Pennsylvania (local taxes).



18.02.00

Module IM# PROC Issue

FieldLinc 52286 Timelinc workbook has been added to HELP.

General Ledger 53259 GRC - CHECK
RECONCILIATION
MNT

Corrected an issue where in some cases a user could not exit out of GRC properly.

Job Cos�ng 47944 JKE -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
ENTRY

Added new feature to import es�mated produc�on quan��es via a spreadsheet.

 53179 JKG -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
REPORTS

Corrected issue with BRAINS repor�ng not picking up correct date.

 53483 JMF - MONTH
END JOB COST
RPTS

Fixed and issue with JMF where a user could not exit gracefully when receiving an
"Unlock" message.

 52833 JRE - CHANGE
ORDER REQUEST

Corrected an issue when using the [Back] bu�on in JRE/JIE which caused tax to be
calculated when none should have.

 53395 JRU - CLEAR
REPRINT FILE

.Dot files have been moved to the appropriate D1 folder from the CF\Com folder.
This is necessary as we prepare for all to go to the cloud.

Mobile Work
Orders

52162 Added back the feature to allow the TechLinc users to see both day and week views
on the app.

 52211 TechLinc app will now accept �me less than an whole hour.

Accounts Payable 53380 VCU - CHECK
FOR ERRORS (1)

.Dot files have been moved to the appropriate D1 folder from the CF\Com folder.
This is necessary as we prepare for all to go to the cloud.

 49187 VSV - CHECK
CASH
REQUIREMENTS

VSV, can be sorted by Job#. when it is, the secondary search will by Vendor, then by
voucher#.  
 

 50426 VSV - CHECK
CASH
REQUIREMENTS

When running VSV by single vendor the system will remember how you have
displayed your vouchers, and keep them in that order from vendor to vendor. A user
is allowed to click on any column heading to have the list display in that order.
*Note, if the user chooses to display by a column in descending order, by clicking on
the same header again, (newest to oldest, highest value to lowest) the system
cannot save that func�on. A 'carrot' or triangle will be in the header showing the
user how the list is being displayed.

 52465 VSV - CHECK
CASH
REQUIREMENTS

Added back the message "Any More?" when user has completed entering paycodes
for a vendor. This will allow the user to stay on the screen to confirm dollar value
being selected for payment.

Purchase Orders 53404 POE - PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

.Dot files have been moved to the appropriate D1 folder from the CF\Com folder.
This is necessary as we prepare for all to go to the cloud.



 53533 PRE - PURCHASE
ORDER RECEIPTS

Set reminder on second screen, that you can Right-Click to see full descrip�on!

 31887 PUD - PO USER
DEFINED FIELDS

Increased the number of codes available in PUD to be used in Purchase Entry.

Payroll 53315 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

IRS has released the new 941. This is the approved version, does not have "dra�"
wri�en across it.

 53320 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

Corrected an issue with the Mass Bulk filing analysis report would generate if EQM
field 18 was greater than '1'.

Quotes/Proposals 49597 QPE - BID ENTRY The quote header file has expanded. What this means for the user: Cost field will
now display and accept up to 4 decimal places. (like POE, i.e. 25.3675) 
Markup % has expanded to 999.9999. Expanded mandays to 9,999.999. 

 52042 QPE - BID ENTRY Customer PO# field on the Book Tab will now accept and update to the job. This will
be helpful if the salesman get the PO informa�on, but don't actually book the job.

 53345 QPE - BID ENTRY Customer PO# field on the Book Tab will now accept and update to the job. This will
be helpful if the salesman get the PO informa�on, but don't actually book the job.

 52100 QPI - BID
INQUIRY

Quote Inquiry screen will now show the freight amount on any freight sub-line.
Previously just showed the line with no dollar amount.

Accounts
Receivable

50244 AGE - STANDARD
AGING

Corrected issue with customer informa�on disappearing at page breaks. 

Roll Inventory 53030 IMT -
INVENTORY
MAINTENANCE

Corrected an issue in IMT and INU when prin�ng on Avery labels. (RCQ/#705 was
blank).

 52160 ISE - Pack Slip
Entry

Added the feature to be able to add to an exis�ng tag when using ISE to receive
material into the warehouse. Click on the column heading to open the search.

Work Orders 49426 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

WOE will now no�fy the user if a closed job is on an Order.



18.01.00

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 52525 DEC - EXECUTIVE
CENTER

DEC screen will display the number of jobs in each sec�on along with the dollar
values. 

General Ledger 52201 GTR - Are You Sure Corrected the output sent to Excel when including period totals. Date will now
display correctly.

Job Cos�ng 48087 JCX - JMG EXPORT
WITH DETAIL

User is now able to test JCX templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

 48070 JDR - STD COST
DTL RPT

User is now able to JDR test templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

 51975 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

Added an op�on to the import from quotes to allow the user to decide if they
want all lines of the scope to come in or just the first line.

 52579 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

Added an op�on to the import from quotes to allow the user to decide if they
want all lines of the scope to come in or just the first line.

 52586 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

HELP has been updated with Links to the HOW TO's for impor�ng informa�on to
the JFE screen.

 49883 JIE - INSTANT
INVOICE ENTRY (1)

When on the detail screen of JIE, the F12 has been restored to bring the user to
the [Ok] bu�on at the bo�om of the screen.

 52654 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

When "Approved Only" is checked the "Lab Bgtd Hrs" will also display just for the
approved budgeted hours.

 49785 JMG - MASTER
REPORT
GENERATOR

Submit 90 column choice (126) will accurately display the submi�ed amount that
is in the 90 day column of the JRA report.

 41509 JMU - MAT
IMPORT FROM
EXCEL

The spreadsheet used to import to JMT has been updated to include the
Phs/Cat/Type fields.

 52097 JRE - CHANGE
ORDER REQUEST

Corrected an issue on the detail screen incorrectly displaying the calculated
values.

 48084 JRX - JMG TO
EXCEL EXPORT

User is now able to test templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

 52060 JWJ - WORKER
COMP BY JOB (1)

Made changes to enhance the processing �me to be more efficient.

 41685 JXE - COST TIME
ENTRY

Manual entries in JXE do not allow entry of a terminated employee. The import
spreadsheet func�on will now check for terminated employees. They will not be
imported, but will be noted on the spreadsheet. as rejected and why. 

Low Voltage 52133 LQE - QUOTE
ENTRY

The number of lines that can be printed in QPP has been expanded to print up to
1500 lines.



Mobile Work
Orders

51927 Several enhancements have been made to Techlinc.  
Passwords will now be remembered. 
Auto-correct and word sugges�ons are available on both Android and Apple
devices. 
Field descrip�ons are clearly marked. 
Cost and bill rates under $1.00 can be entered without a leading zero.

Accounts Payable 52569 VCQ - CONTROL
FILE QUESTIONS

There are two new control ques�ons that will aid in crea�ng invoice#'s from your
subcontractors. The system will allow for duplicate invoice #'s from a sub against a
contract. i.e. "Req #1" could be used by the same subcontractor for mul�ple jobs.

 50043 VHI - VENDOR
HISTORY INQUIRY

Direct withdrawals will now show a 'Y' in the reconcilia�on column in VHI, once
reconciled.

 44848 VLM - Mat Lien
Waiver Maint

Enhanced the material lien waiver maintenance screen. Added a field
maintenance to updated your records quicker.

 49089 VOR -
SUBCONT.CHANGE
ORDER RPT

The VOR report has been enhanced to show all the informa�on from VSM -
Subcontractor Maintenance along with a lis�ng of the vouchers that were posted
against the base contract or its changes.

 50225 VOR -
SUBCONT.CHANGE
ORDER RPT

Added informa�on from VSM to print before the change order informa�on prints.

 49815 VPR - SUB
PAYMENT RELEASE

Has expanded to accommodate contracts that include pennies

 49908 VRU - VOUCHER
REG/UPD (1)

As part of the subcontract changes, VRU will be upda�ng billed to date buckets for
the base and/or change order lines of the subcontractor maintenance. (VSM)

 49838 VSA - SUBCONT.
ANALYSIS REPORT

Has expanded to accommodate contract that include pennies.

 52443 VSD -
SUBCONTRACT
INQUIRY WITH
PAYMENTS

NEW PROC which allows the user to see all the vouchers posted to their
subcontracts and to the sublines to these contracts. User will also be able to
reassign vouchers to a change to the contract if applied incorrectly in VVE.

 50023 VSI -
SUBCONTRACTOR
INQUIRY

Updated the inquiry to incorporate the changes made to VSM.

 50128 VSL - SUB
CONTRACT SELECT

The Subcontractor List has new op�ons to show Detail.

 49564 VSM - SUB
CONTRACT MAINT

Major changes have been to the subcontract files. 
The file has been expanded to accommodate contracts that include pennies. 
The subcontract file will accept and track vouchers posted against the change
orders to a subcontract.  
Screen will show billed and paid to date informa�on. 
See full write up on all subcontract changes.

 49679 VSM - SUB
CONTRACT MAINT

See full write up on all subcontract changes. Includes contract accep�ng pennies,
vouchers can be posted to change lines to a contract, repor�ng has been
expanded.



 49835 VSR -
SUBCONTRACTOR
RPT GEN

Has expanded to accommodate contracts that include pennies.

 50209 VVE - VOUCHER
MAINTENANCE

Two new control ques�ons to aid the user when entering vouchers against the
subcontract. Perfect for subcontractors that do not have invoices# on their
vouchers, or use duplicate invoice#s.

 50109 All reference to Chameleon programs have been removed.

Project
Management

44855 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

NEW FEATRUE added Start and End dates from JJE to the main PJC screen. Answer
control HMQ/PJM/#00009 if you want to see or change these dates.

 52922 PJF - REQUESTS
FOR
INFORMATION

User is now able to test PJF templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

 52921 PJL -
TRANSMITTALS

User is now able to test PJL templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

Purchase Orders 49188 POE - PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

Corrected an issue where the last two fields of the Ship To sec�on were wiped out
when bringing in an alternate address from PSH.

 51966 POE - PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

For those with the Quotes and Proposals, if a material has a
manufacturer/style/color associated with it in from QMI, they will now be pulled
into POE.

 52574 PQE - MATERIAL
REQ ENTRY

Fixed an issue when copying lines from one requisi�on to another. Lines will
increment by 1 instead of 5.

 48048 PRG - PO REPORT
GENERATOR

User is now able to test PRG templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

 49740 PSO - PO
SUMMARY
REPORT

Added a comma to dollar amounts over a million dollars.

Payroll 52092 ECA - WHICH ECA
TO RUN

Corrected reported issue when ECA is run by job, not prin�ng base and change
orders.

 48034 EER - EMPLOYEE
RPT GEN PRINT

User is now able to test EER templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

 52232 EMT - EMPLOYEE
MASTER MAINT

Corrected an issue in EMT that prevented the user from entering in addi�onal
Federal and State Withholdings.

 52734 JXE - COST TIME
ENTRY

Updated the spreadsheet used when impor�ng to JXE to check to make sure you
have acceptable entries in the cells. Example: Phase column will only accept
numbers from 000-999 or be le� blank.

Quotes/Proposals 51868 QPE - BID ENTRY When entering a customer on a bid in QPE for the first �me, the user will no
longer be asked to save the bid at that point.

 52026 QPE - BID ENTRY If you choose an item from JMT for your Pricing Item, and that item has a price
associated with it in JMT, that price will pull in. User must search for the item, you
cannot type in the item #. If there is a price already in the cost field, you will be
asked if you want to replace the cost.



 52053 QPE - BID ENTRY When using the RTC custom print op�on in QPE, user is now able to pull in
phrases set up in QPH into the scope of work field.

 52640 QPE - BID ENTRY Added back Quote print op�on QP756RS. Looking for a new look, check it out, or
ask Support for a sample print.

 52918 QPP - PROPOSAL
PRINT

User is now able to test QPP templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

 48075 QRG - QUOTE
REPORT
GENERATOR

User is now able to QRG test templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

Accounts
Receivable

32623 AGI - AGED REC
INQ

Enhanced the customer inquiry aging with a Print bu�on.

 44841 ASA - SALES
ANALYSIS SELECT

Enhanced the ASA screen to tell you what the current period is. No more
guessing.!

 51968 ATR - SALES TAX
DUE REPORT

ATR will now print invoices whether tax was included or not.

Roll Inventory 51974 IMT - INVENTORY
MAINTENANCE

Enhanced the IMT/IOI search when searching by Lot#.

 52255 INU - Tag Receipt
Report

Corrected an issue for those users using the Avery label op�on (6 to a page).

 52490 IWJ - WORK
TICKETS FROM
POS/JOB

When a PO line is chosen to be released, if the PO's line had more than one line of
descrip�on, all lines will print.

 48067 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

User is now able to test IWQ templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

 52757 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

If prin�ng a bar code on the 'W' version of IWQ, the bar code has been moved, so
not to interfere with the Job Name. It will also just print on the first page if
mul�ple pages.

U�li�es 52575 CCA - COMPARE
CONTROL
ANSWERS

Moved a few PROCS on the Files Processing menu in the Administrator module.
Sec�on has been created for control files. 
Added NEW PROC CCA. This will compare answers to control ques�on if you have
mul�ple companies. If you are ge�ng different results when doing a process in
one company than when you do the same process in another; this may be a good
tool to use, to aid in finding out why.

Workforce
Scheduling

50294 SFK - SCHEDULING The manpower report will now have grid lines to help view the report. A [Cancel]
bu�on has also been added to the View process.

Work Orders 49571 WBE - INVOICE
ENTRY

Corrected an issue in WBE. User will now be asked to save when toggling between
work orders.

 49972 WBU - CLEAR
REPRINT FILE

Corrected an issue when bill type 'U' is used. The update of inventory will be only
done with WBU.



 48078 WGR - SERV
LOCATION
GENERATOR

User is now able to test WGR templates from within RTC using sample dataset.

 48081 WRX - WORK
ORDER RPT
GENERATOR

User is now able to test WRX templates from within RTC using sample dataset.



18.00.07

Module IM# PROC Issue

Payroll 41147 ERM - UNION RPT MASTER MAINT ERM will now hold the Local range entered.

 53047 Added dra� 941 form for June 2021. 
*Note this form has not yet been approved by the IRS as of release date.*



18.00.06

Module IM# PROC Issue

General
Ledger

52202 GTR - Are You
Sure

Corrected an issue with entering a 'Selected' GL#.

Job Cos�ng 52203 JCE - COST ENTRY Corrected an issue requiring user to enter a date and choose a phase for entries made
in JCE.

 52154 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

Corrected issue with incorrect error message displaying in JFE. The Contract Amount
has been corrected.



18.00.05

Module IM# PROC Issue

Accounts
Payable

52047 VSM - SUB CONTRACT
MAINT

Corrected an issue with VSM not reading properly for those that have numbers
for their cost types. (instead of le�ers)

 52101 VXD - CREATE DIR DEP FOR
BANK

Changes to block count in the AP direct deposit file. New control ques�on
added to determine whether to count par�al blocks or not.

Payroll 51971 EXM - PAID FAMILY AND
MEDICAL LEAVE UPLOADS

New quarterly report added for Connec�cut Paid Family Leave



18.00.03

Module IM# PROC Issue

Payroll 50236 Updated Q1 941 form.



18.00.02

Module IM# PROC Issue

General Ledger 51817 GCI - CHECK
BOOK PRINT &
INQ

Found and corrected an issue where the checkbook inquiry was not ge�ng all
transac�ons when more than one payroll was run in a week.

 49829 GFR - FINANCIAL
REPORTS (1)
WTB

Trial Balance when run through GFR will be run in GL# order (back to how it worked
prior to 17.80.12).

Job Cos�ng 47379 JAE - CHANGE
ORDER
CONTROL

Corrected an issue when using the approved op�on in JAE and choosing not to add
to an exisi�ng AIA. The erroneous error message no longer displays.

 49925 JDC - DETAIL
COST REPORT

Corrected issue with "Job Contract to Date" prin�ng incorrectly when the JDC was
run for more than one job at a �me.

 49863 JIE - INSTANT
INVOICE ENTRY
(1)

When searching transac�ons in JIE, the Job Reference will now display properly.

 50008 JIU - INSTANT
INVOICE

If you decide to use the new Invoice Print for JIU, a�er answering the control
ques�on JCQ/#3004 with a 'P', you must go to FPC to choose the font before
prin�ng. If you do not, you will get a message when prin�ng.

Purchase Orders 49619 POE - PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

New control ques�on (HMQ/POS/#1125) works in conjunc�on with new feature in
JMT. (default Phase/Category/Type) If ques�on is answered 'Y', and the default
Phase/Category/Type (P/C/T) on a material entered in POE, is not a valid P/C/T on
the PO's job, the user will be no�fied before changing. That new P/C/T will be added
to the job's budget record. If the ques�on is answered 'N', the user will be no�fied,
but the P/C/T on the line will not be changed.  

Payroll 50148 ECN - Ready To
Calculate

Made an adjustment to the federal tax withholding when an employee had more
than one transac�on in the week. Previously the tax taken could be too high.

 51878 ECN - Ready To
Calculate

Fixed issue where city tax was not prin�ng on the W2 Edit Report correctly.

 50183 EPR - PAYROLL
REGISTER

Made a change for those customers needing to deduct prevailing wage deduc�ons
prior to calcula�ng the the 401K deduc�on.

 50139 ETF -
ADMINISTRATOR
ONLY-TYPE Y

Tax changes for Mississippi have been updated for 2021.

 51837 EWU - READY
FOR WEEKLY
UPDATE

Fixed issue when voided tax payment checks are printed thru ECK, the tax check
amount on the EPR was not clearing.

Quotes/Proposals 49472 QLB - QUOTE
LABELS

Corrected and issue with labels in QLB not prin�ng correctly.

 50009 QPE - BID ENTRY Corrected an issue with Lock Messages in QPE/QPP.



 49495 QPI - BID
INQUIRY

Corrected issue with labels not prin�ng correctly.

Roll Inventory 51776 INU - Tag
Receipt Report

Labels printed during INU will now print a�er the update ques�on. This was needed
to have all the correct informa�on �ed to the barcode that was being printed.

Special
Procedures

50172 H52 - QS CA
Cert Prl

Fixed PRL File Open Error message

 49998 L90 -
COMMISION
RPT & UPDATE
(1)

Corrected an issue with the Commission report not giving a clear message when
nothing to print, and hanging the program.

 50045 VES - 1099 ETF
STATE

Updated the electronic filing programs. User may choose which form(s) are being
uploaded.

Structure Server 49999 Corrected an issue so you should not be receiving mul�ple copies of your invoice
from C/F.

Work Orders 49628 WIE - INSTANT
INVOICE ENTRY

Updated, WOE, WIE, WBE, WQE, WPE to allow for a subtotal line for each person
(by Key) listed on a bill.

 49500 WRU -
PM/RECURRING
SCHED UPDATE

If a work order is created during WRU, and you have a control set to create a job#
from work orders, the system will now populate the Job Reference correctly in JJE.



18.00.00

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job Cos�ng 49615 JJE - JOB
ENTRY

Corrected issues with dele�ng jobs in JJE.

Purchase Orders 48508 PRU - BATCH
CHECK
PROGRAM

The PRU report either run in Detail or Summary will indicate if a line was marked
complete in PRE. The report will show lines that may or may not have quan��es
received against them. A 'Y' will indicate the line was marked as complete.

Payroll 47467 EWE - W2
EDIT LIST

Added informa�on to the last page of EWE to be�er help in iden�fying W2 transac�ons
that may have issues that need correc�ng.

Quotes/Proposals 49618 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Fixed an issue with the Measure square import, not reading ',' in the quan�ty field.

Work Orders 49666 WDS - W/O
DISPATCH
SCHEDULING

Colors are back on the dispatch screen.



17.80.15

Module IM# PROC Issue

Payroll 48867 January 2021 Payroll Tax Changes - For more informa�on please visit
h�ps://www.cfdatasupport.com/year-end 
 
Arkansas - The standard deduc�on remains at $2200.00. Changes to the wage brackets and amounts in
the tax table. Increase in the Personal Tax Credit from $26 to $29. 
 
California - Changes to the low income exemp�on, deduc�ons, exemp�on allowance and the amounts in
the tax table. 
 
Connec�cut Paid Family & Medical Leave - New tax table was added to deduct 0.5% from employee
wages with an annual limit of $714. 
 
Iowa - Changes to the standard deduc�on, and the wage brackets and amounts in the tax table. 
 
Kentucky - The standard deduc�on increased to $2,690.00. Tax rate remains at 5%. 
 
Maine - The withholding allowance and standard deduc�ons changed, and there were changes to the
wage brackets and amounts in the tax table. 
 
Massachuse�s Paid Family & Medical Leave - Yearly limits have changed due to the change in the social
security limit.  
New limits – Family limit is $185.64. Medical employee limit is $354.14. 
 
Missouri - The standard deduc�on increased to $12,550.00, and there were changes to the wage
brackets and amounts in the tax table. 
 
New Jersey DI - The employee DI tax rate increased to 0.47%. The taxable wage base increased to
$138,200. 
 
New Jersey FLI - The FLI rate increased to .28% and also has a limit it $138,200.  
 
New Jersey Workforce & Unemployment - The taxable wage base for Unemployment Insurance and
Workforce is $36,200.  
 
New York - Changes to the tax rates and the wage brackets. 
 
New York Yonkers Resident - Changes to the tax rates and the wage brackets. 
 
Rhode Island - The taxable wage base increased to $74,000. The tax rate stayed at 1.3%. 
 
Rhode Island TDI - The maximum to withhold for each employee is $962.00. 
 
South Carolina - The personal allowance increased to $2,670 and the standard deduc�on increased to
$4,200. There were changes to the wage brackets and amounts in the tax table.  



17.80.14

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job Cos�ng 48466 JKE -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
ENTRY

Corrected an issue where the (-) was not prin�ng when necessary on the JKE history
print.

 48913 JKE -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
ENTRY

Corrected an issue where the system wasn't recognizing the 000/0000
phase/category.

 49054 JKE -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
ENTRY

Screen will now display the phase descrip�on at the bo�om of the screen when a line
is highlighted.

Mobile Work
Orders

49099 Fixed issue with blank material requiring you to enter a value, even if it is just 0 to the
field.

Accounts Payable 48031 VEF - 1099 ETF
FEDERAL

Updated the electronic filing programs to accommodate the two 1099 forms.

 48152 VES - 1099 ETF
STATE

Updated the electronically filing of 1099's to accommodate both the NEC and MISC
forms.

 48028 VTT - 1099
TOTALS

VTT will now indicate an es�mated number of 1099-MISC and 1099-NEC forms
needed in your company. Any Vendor coded as a 2 or a 3 in VMT will assume a 1099-
NEC. If your vendor should receive the 1099-MISC, change their company type in
VMT. (see informa�on on VMT changes)

 48032 VYE - 1099
MAINTENANCE

1099 Maintenance screen has been updated to reflect the changes made to the
forms that can be printed through Structure. (1099-NEC and 1099-MISC) The system
will assume 1099-NEC is needed for all vendors. Use VYE to change if a 1099-MISC is
needed.  
Please be aware if changing field 10 (account type) to a 4 (1099-MISC with SS#) or a 5
(1099-MISC with FID#) field 11 should also be looked at to determine the correct
place for the figure to print on the form.

 48024 VYF - PRINT
1099

When prin�ng 1099's, user will be asked to choose which form (1099-NEC or 1099-
MISC) will be printed.

 48026 VYR - 1099
EDIT

Added an op�on to choose to print the report for vendors with or without a 1099
amount. This report will list vendors coded as a 2,3,4, or 5. The report shows which
form and box # on that form the vendor will receive.

Purchase Orders 48941 POE -
PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

New control ques�on (HMQ/POS/#1125) works in conjunc�on with new feature in
JMT. (default Phase/Category/Type) If ques�on is answered 'Y', and the default
Phase/Category/Type (P/C/T) on a material entered in POE, is not a valid P/C/T on the
PO's job, the user will be no�fied before changing. That new P/C/T will be added to
the job's budget record. If the ques�on is answered 'N', the user will be no�fied, but
the P/C/T on the line will not be changed.  



 49043 POE -
PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

Will no longer have to click twice on the date calendar for the date to take.

Quotes/Proposals 41677 QPX - Create
Purchase
Orders

The system will allow users to change the cost type on a labor line from the first labor
type of JCA to the type used for subcontractors and vice versa. This will aid customers
that create their quotes using either inhouse labor or subcontractors as their defaults,
but at �me of doing the work, have to change the labor force doing the work. The
system will create a budget on the job for the new cost type without a budget
amount.

Accounts
Receivable

46343 ASA - SALES
ANALYSIS
SELECT

Corrected an issue when run by sales rep, ge�ng a message Sales Rep not on File.

 46468 ASA - SALES
ANALYSIS
SELECT

Corrected ASA when run in summary, to list all customers.

 46488 ASA - SALES
ANALYSIS
SELECT

Added op�on to run the Sales Analysis Report single spaced or double spaced.

Roll Inventory 48923 ICU - JOB CUT
SHEET REPORT

Corrected issues with the Job Cut Sheet report.

 48497 IMT -
INVENTORY
MAINTENANCE

IMT will not allow an invalid bin loca�on to be entered.

 49016 IWH - BAR
CODE MENU

Inventory Adjustments made via the bar code scanner will update IMT, and write to
new proc IWA. This new proc will allow the user to print a list of all changes made via
the scanner.  
When making an adjustment, enter the physical quan�ty in stock, not the change
quan�ty.

 49014 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

Moved the barcode for the Job# and Rel# to the top of the page to avoid issues could
arise with work �ckets with a lot of informa�on running into the bar code when
printed on the bo�om of the sheet.

Unassigned/Misc 49487 Try the Help and Support Website again. They both should be accessible from within
Structure even when Chrome or Edge is your default browser.



17.80.13

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job
Cos�ng

48454 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

Added a control ques�on to the new feature to lock the schedule and previous values
columns in JFE. This ques�on will give access to non-admin users to the checkbox to unlock
these columns. 
HMQ/JOB/#1001.

Accounts
Payable

42247 VSV - CHECK
CASH
REQUIREMENTS

Corrected an issue with VSV showing items highlighted in yellow (in someone else's batch) in
error.

Purchase
Orders

45083 PRU - BATCH
CHECK
PROGRAM

Corrected an issue with Lump Sum PO's received in detail, displaying the cost field incorrectly.



17.80.12

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job
Cos�ng

48481 JDC - DETAIL COST
REPORT

Corrected an issue when JDC is run for Selected Job, Change Order informa�on was
not prin�ng.

 41099 JIU - INSTANT INVOICE Corrected an issue with JIU adding unnecessary spaces between lines.

 47373 JIU - INSTANT INVOICE Corrected an issue when user has alternate GL's and have HMQ/JOB/#3306
answered with a 'B'. System now updates JIU correctly.

 46961 JKG - PRODUCTION
TRACKING REPORTS

Corrected issues with the crea�on of Excel sheets, both .csv's and .xml's.

 47518 JWW - PRINT ON
NARROW PAPER

Corrected an issue with the first job on the report when run by sort op�on - Job#.

Accounts
Payable

43407 VVE - VOUCHER
MAINTENANCE

Corrected an issue when hot keying to VMS was causing the screen to flicker.

Roll
Inventory

47422 IWR - WORK TICKET
FROM ROLL

Stock material cut to a job, will now print the full descrip�on when released in IWR.



17.80.11

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 43398 DPC - PROJECT
CENTER

Updated the screen to clarify that DPC - Project Center is filtered on the base job only.
This screen should not be used to view change orders informa�on separate from base
job.

Favorites 27652 Added more customiza�on to your Favorites menu. Add spaces and sec�on �tles to
be�er organize your menu. Add a PROC '***' and enter text if you want a heading or
leave blank to just give some space.  
Move up and down your list just like your favorite PROCs.

General Ledger 41645 EWU - READY
FOR WEEKLY
UPDATE

We have increased the number of transac�ons that are held in Reconcilia�on.

 39654 GPF - CREATE
PERIOD
INFORMATION

Corrected a minor issue when running GPF, where Users may have experienced a
'4100 error' when prin�ng

 47096 GPT - PP
TEMPLATE
HEADER

Corrected issues rela�ng to check amount w/decimal forma�ng op�ons

 31274 GTB - TRIAL
BALANCE

Addi�onal feature was added to allow the user to run GTB (Trial Balance) in financial
code order.

 33324 GTU - BANK
XFER REPORT

Corrected an issue where the GL update codes on bank transfers could be duplicated

Job Cos�ng 47364 JBH -
SUMMARY
BUDGET
HRS/COST

Corrected an issue where an errant message of "no data to process" was displayed,
when there was. This was an issue for only customers who were not using all seven
cost types.

 43350 JFR - AIA
FORM REPORT

Corrected an issue with JFR not prin�ng the retainage informa�on if there were no
transac�ons in JBE.

 31010 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

Enhanced the job inquiry screen by adding the op�on to view the Project Summary
sec�on less tax. A check box has been added to JJI for the user to toggle the Project
Summary to include or not "Es�mated Tax Included" and "Tax Billed". This will give the
user a be�er picture of the real es�mated gross profit and actual gross profit. The
budget value in this sec�on also will change depending on whether the '[] Approved
Only box is checked or not.

 38250 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

For those that have created user defined columns in JMG, they can now have these
choices displayed in JJI.

Accounts Payable 46464 VHT - PRINT
A/P SALES TAX
HIS

Corrected an issue when VHT was run, and there was no data to print. User previously
got an error. User will now get a report with no data, but heading will print the criteria
chosen.



 38545 VRV -
RECURRING
VOUCHER
MAINT

Added a read of the job when being entered to see if open or closed. The system will
alert the user if the job is closed. (Y in job complete of JJE) The user will not be
allowed to enter a recurring voucher to a job marked 'complete'.

 39718 VVV - VOID
VOUCHER
ENTRY

VVV will now warn users when voiding vouchers that originated from Purchase Orders.
Users will receive a message: Voucher originated in PRE. Enter credit in PRE to void if
PO needs to be updated. Con�nue Void? 
User will have the op�on to con�nue with the void and not update the PO, or to not
con�nue with the void so it can be done through PRE.

Project
Management

41434 PJC - PJM
MAIN SCREEN

Added new control which will give the user the flexibility to send the Pencil Req's from
PJC to billing (JBE) but NOT on hold which is the default. If your PM's do the pencil
requisi�ons and print and update their own billing, see HMQ/PJM/#258.

 34486 PJP - PJM PO
INQUIRY

Enhanced the viewing of Purchase Orders from the PJC screen. Took out the middle
screen, now just double-click to get to the purchase order inquiry, POI.

Payroll 47027 IRS 941 form generated as a PDF through STRUCTURE has been updated to reflect
changes made to Q3/Q4.

Quotes/Proposals 41072 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Added new func�onality to booking a job to update the informa�on from the quote to
Produc�on Repor�ng. User will have the choice to update the quan�ty on the Pricing
Item line to the labor categories in JKE - Produc�on Tracking. If the user's quotes have
separate labor lines with different quan��es found on the PI line, they may choose to
update the quan��es from the labor lines. User also can choose not to update
anything to JKE.

System (General) 39736 If you have an ODBC driver that accesses Structure's database and also have
Produc�on Tracking, we have added the following tables: PROD_TRK_HDR_FILE;
PROD_TRK_DTL_FILE; PROD_TRK_BGT_CHG_LOG; PROD_IMPORT_FILE

 45580 In order to correct an issue where report headings did not fit properly in the heading
boxes, CVP has been changed. Only true fixed fonts are available. The program will
display only the fonts available on that sta�on. Courier New and Lucida Sans
Typewriter are the only monospaced TrueType fonts shipped by Microso�. First �me
prin�ng you may get a message about an incompa�ble font. Your report will s�ll print,
but will not be in the font selected in CVP. You will need to update all sta�ons to have
the desired font.



17.80.10

Module IM# PROC Issue

General Ledger 43341 GPT - PP
TEMPLATE
HEADER

Addressed a variety of configura�on op�ons for suppor�ng new output formats

Job Cos�ng 27186 JFE - AIA
FORM
ENTRY

When se�ng up a schedule of values, you no longer have to enter something in fields 1
through 6 on the second screen in order for the G702 to print.  
The G702 will print for all schedules, user can opt not to print one at the �me of JBU.  

 39682 JUE - UNIT
PRICING
ENTRY

Expanded the import from Quote func�onality. Users now have more choices on how
they want to import their lines. User can decide on a Job by Job basis how they want the
lines imported. The control ques�on (QCQ/#7002) will no longer be looked at. Op�ons
will be: 
bring in each Pricing Item 
bring in each Pricing Item broken out by Labor and Material 
bring in a line for each Phase/Category 
bring in a line for each Phase/Category by Labor and Material 
 
Unit price billing will produce either an AIA like bill or an T&M like bill. Call Support if you
would like for informa�on.

Project
Management

33146 POM - PJM
CONTACTS

Added the flexibility to the Contacts screen to allow the user to go directly to the address
book without leaving the screen. Click [ADB] at the bo�om of the screen to take you
there.

Payroll 40970 ECA -
WHICH
ECA TO
RUN

Corrected an issue where the wrong rate would be printed on the affidavit report If that
employee received two different pay rates during the week, on the same job.

 41028 EJA -
CLEAR
E/DW ISE
CS

ECA/EJA: New op�on has been added to allow Users to run the payroll affidavits by job
number/employee name instead of just job number/employee number

Quotes/Proposals 46460 QPE - BID
ENTRY

For those users that print the addi�onal summary page when running the Bid Print, a
correc�on was made to not add the 'OH' figure twice to the total. (QCQ/#3720=Y)

Accounts
Receivable

41048 AGE -
STANDARD
AGING

Added two new column choices to the aging report. "Job Number" and "# of Days Old".



17.80.09

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 36849 DEC -
EXECUTIVE
CENTER

Changed the way data is updated manually on the DEC screen. Scheduled updates
have not changed. 
In an effort to eliminate the confusion on which bu�on to choose, there is now one
[update] bu�on. 
Users have several op�ons for how data is displayed under the "Since Date". 
Default # of Days 
1st of the Month 
1st of the Year 
1st of the Fiscal Year. 
A specific "Since Date" can be entered but will be overwri�en when an automa�c
update is run.  
User may opt out of running the update on Open PO's and Project Center during a
manual update, as this can take a long �me while other users are logged in.

ChangeLinc 40953 SMM -
SHARED
MATERIAL
MAINTENANCE

New control file ques�on for Changelinc that allows the User to set a maximum limit
on the number of materials assigned to a mobile device (HAQ/FLK/01300). The
maximum limit is set to a default of 1,000.  
Please contact Support if you would like access to the hidden control file ques�on
that resets the max limit value.

 38426 Enhanced the search of device materials to include materials bought on the job's
purchase orders.

 38599 ChangeLinc: We have improved the ability for the end-user to sort and filter the
material list to aid in simpler material selec�ons on mobile devices

 38600 ChangeLinc: Added filter by Classifica�on and/or Catalog to material searches

 41095 The HELP files for ChangeLinc have been updated with the new material assignments
and material search op�ons for mobile devices.

FieldLinc 38601 FAE - PALM
ASSIGNMENT
MASTER

Mobile Assignment Entry: Added new material assignment and search op�ons.
Shared Materials are materials assigned to all devices. Job PO Materials are materials
from purchase orders for jobs that are assigned to the mobile device. Device
Materials are materials assigned to that mobile device only. View All is a list of all
materials assigned to a mobile device.

 39761 FID - MOBILE
ID
MAINTENANCE

Added two new fields, Shared Materials Y/N and PO Materials Y/N. These op�ons
coincide with the FAE Mobile Assignment changes to material searches and
assignments. These new FID op�ons allows a User to determine if Shared Materials
and/or job PO Materials can be sent to that mobile device. The default for both fields
is Y.

 38602 LMU - FLK
MATERIAL
UPDATE

FAE Mobile Assignment Entry: When a device's material list has been edited, a
material update func�on (LMU) occurs if the REFRESH op�on is selected or also
automa�cally started if the User exits out of FAE. 
NOTE: It is possible to have the LMU process also scheduled to run during off peak
hours using our BRAINS func�onality via SSM - Server Schedule Maintenance



 39764 FAE Mobile Assignment Entry: Added a new material assignment op�on, Shared
Material Maintenance. Materials assigned via this program will be assigned to all
mobile devices, it is a shared material list

Job Cos�ng 41692 JBE - BILLING
ENTRY (1)

The op�on to print a Unit Price Invoices has been enhanced to not actually print the
Unit Price. A check box has been added to JBE. [] Hide Unit Price.  
When using op�on Bill Type 'U', the user may choose to print the detail lines being
billed along with the quan�ty, but only the bo�om line sell price. No price on each
line.

 37668 JBU - BILLS TO
PRINT

Corrected an issue on the Transac�on Edit Report. Report will now page break in the
proper spot.

 35247 JDC - DETAIL
COST REPORT

Corrected an issue when JDC was run for a specific Change Order, not ge�ng all the
informa�on.

 43415 JEQ -
EQUIPMENT
MAINT

For those using JEQ, system will not automa�cally print a label when exi�ng the
screen.

 32028 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

This proc has been enhanced to stop changes being made to the Schedule and
Previous Values columns. If changes do need to be made they s�ll can. Admin users
will have the ability to unlock the screen.

 39684 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

If QCQ/#7000= Y, you want the ability to import to JFE or JUE from your quote, you
will now have op�ons. At the �me of impor�ng, you will have the op�on to choose
from: Pricing Items, Pricing Items by material/labor, by Phs-Cat, or by Phs-cat by
material/labor. 
This will give you be�er flexibility in se�ng up your billing from your quote. To get a
T&M like invoice use the import to JUE. JUE has an op�on to print an invoice instead
of a schedule of values type bill.

 32720 JIE - INSTANT
INVOICE
ENTRY (1)

Added a [Back] bu�on on the second and third screen of JIE.

 41494 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

Corrected an incorrect message that 'All Budgets are Closed' in JJI.

 41640 JKG -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
REPORTS

Corrected an issue when using 'selected job' instead of 'range', printed incorrect
figures.

 41872 JKG -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
REPORTS

Added new column choices to the report generator. Budget Amount, Percent
Complete (on hours), Hours Diff (Budgeted Hrs less Actual Hrs) Es�mated Man Days,
and Actual Man Days. (8hr days).

 38608 JMT -
MATERIAL
MAINT

Added three new fields to JMT. Default Phase/Category/Type. These fields are only
used in conjunc�on with POE. Only to be used if you always want the same
phase/category/type to always be used when purchasing. POE will validate that the
phase/category/type is valid at �me of purchasing.



 39865 JMT -
MATERIAL
MAINT

Added func�onality to the Default Phase/Category/Type fields. These fields are only
used in conjunc�on with POE. Only to be used if you always want the same
phase/category/type to always be used when purchasing. POE will validate that the
phase/category/type is valid at �me of purchasing.

 38373 JPU - JOB TO
PAYROLL

Corrected an issue when upda�ng JPU to ESE when the pay rate was greater than
$100/hr.

 38521 JPU - JOB TO
PAYROLL

Corrected and issue when over �me hours are moved into the wrong day. Only an
issue when the week crossed months.

 41005 JWW - PRINT
ON NARROW
PAPER

Corrected an issue with JWW prin�ng closed jobs on an 'open job' report.

 41287 JXU - LOAD
SALARY
OVERTIME

Corrected an issue, that was not clearing transac�ons from JXE.

Mobile Work
Orders

22610 The TechLinc Class Work Book has been updated

 26456 We've changed the look and feel of TechLinc. We've also added an op�on to select a
phase and/or category for your detail lines.

 30623 TechLinc: Added a message on the mobile device display to alert the User that a cost
record has already been updated to job cost and cannot be edited

 32408 Corrected an issue where material dates were displaying incorrectly on the mobile
device

 32443 TechLinc: Added an addi�onal op�on to the bo�om of the TechLinc home screen that
displays all the Purchase Orders associated with that Work Order, in both summary
and detail

 32467 Corrected an issue where a mobile device would display the billing phrase as double
spaced when it was not

 32468 Addressed an issue where the keyboard appeared to overlap the cursor in the phrase
entry screen on TechLinc mobile devices

 38505 Made message clearer to the user if there are no units assigned to a service loca�on
on the device.

 39666 TechLinc: Addressed an issue where a work order would some�mes fail to send to all
email addresses in the contact list

Accounts Payable 38260 VAA -
STANDARD
AGING

Fixed an issue with VAA and BRAINS. If running for one job, the system now captures
vouchers entered to change orders on the report.

 38389 VCU - CHECK
FOR ERRORS
(1)

Added a new control ques�on for those who print Custom Lien Waivers. VCQ/#2027
when answered 'Y', will open Word for each Lien Waiver instead of prin�ng directly to
the printer.

Project
Management

27482 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

Enhanced the Reports func�on within PJC. Added PSO, PRG, VAA, VSR, JDC, JCR, JKG
(v18), QSR, QRG, IWC. Also changed IRG op�on to allow the use to pick any report.



 42299 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

Added the JKG - Produc�on Tracking Reports to the PJC screen.

Purchase Orders 28013 POE -
PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

When a job has 'N' in all three tax fields of JJE, POE will now alert the user that the job
is tax exempt to be consistent with PRE/VVE/VRV/and JSE. (Looks at VCQ/#0010)

 38609 POE -
PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

If a user pulls a material from the JMT file, and that material has a default
Phs/Cat/Type entered on it in JMT, the system will pull that in, if valid on that job the
PO is being wri�en for. If the Phs/Cat/Type is not valid on the PO's job, the system will
use what was manually entered on the POE screen.

 32571 PPU - PREPARE
PO'S FOR
PRINTING

For those users that print PO op�on Q, X, or D (PCQ/#2044) we have removed the
hard-coded verbiage at the bo�om of the PO print.

 38428 PQE -
MATERIAL REQ
ENTRY

Corrected an issue with the copy op�on.

Payroll 41006 EWU - READY
FOR WEEKLY
UPDATE

Whether you use actual burden or percentage burden, users can now see their
weekly FUTA and SUTA liability reports during the EWU process. (See
HMQ/PRL/#6610=Y)

 38568 If EDK, ECK or EWU has been run, Users will not be allowed entry into certain payroll
procs that could adversely affect payroll checks (IE: EMT, ECD, EME, EVC, etc.). Admin
Users will receive a warning, but will be allowed to con�nue into the program. Non-
Admin Users will blocked en�rely from entering the programs.

Quotes/Proposals 40912 QLN - PI LINE
NOTE

New PROC added to the reports menu. QLN will print all PI line notes for a quote or
range of quotes.

 41148 QLN - PI LINE
NOTE

The ability to have notes on your PI lines, that print on the RTC op�on of the quote
print, has been expanded. 
Users may now choose to print these notes on the Bid Print, as well as on the QSR -
PO Status Report.  
A new PROC - QLN - PI Line Notes has been added to the Reports menu, to retrieve all
notes entered on the Line Item's in QPE. 

 41037 QND - QPP
NOTES DELETE

New PROC added to the Purges menu. QND will give the user op�on to delete all
notes added to PI lines on a par�cular quote.

 42373 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Corrected issue with labor lines that were using the unit of measure of 'M' or 'C' and
the budget not calcula�ng properly.

 46484 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Corrected an issue on the Book Tab, Material $$ was overstated when subtotals were
in use.

 41621 QPP -
PROPOSAL
PRINT

Fixed issue on certain prints that were not prin�ng Alternates and Change Bids
properly.

 43414 QRG - QUOTE
REPORT
GENERATOR

Corrected an issue when QRG is run through BRAINS. Wrong date range was being
used.



 38541 QSR - QUOTE
PO STATUS
REPORT

Added an op�on to print the notes added to specific PI lines in QPE. "How To" coming
soon on how to enter notes to a PI line, and where you can see this informa�on.

Accounts
Receivable

39653 ASA - SALES
ANALYSIS
SELECT

Addressed a few various issues that have occurred when running the sales analysis
report

Roll Inventory 38258 ILB -
INVENTORY
LABELS

Corrected an issue with labels when using the Avery 6 to a page op�on. (had to press
Enter several �mes to print)

 41483 IWR - WORK
TICKET FROM
ROLL

Corrected an issue where cut quan��es on change orders was not displayed properly.

 41731 IWR - WORK
TICKET FROM
ROLL

Enhanced bar code capabili�es by adding a barcode for the job # on the work �cket.
This will will be beneficial when the programs are updated to cut stock material to a
job. The user can scan a stock item to be cut to the job. Scan the job # on the work
�cket so it doesn't have to be manually entered.

 46390 IWR - WORK
TICKET FROM
ROLL

Cuts made on items received on a change order will now show the detail, just like
base job material.

System (General) 32990 DEC -
EXECUTIVE
CENTER

New Look: The Execu�ve Center has a fresh look. Basic func�onality is the same,
however we have addi�onal visual informa�on in the way of charts.  
The Update and Refresh bu�ons have been combined into one for be�er clarity. New
capability for the 'Since Date' sec�ons of each applica�on are now available. Can now
set for first of the year, or first of the fiscal year. 
There is an op�on not to update Open PO's and Project Center to speed up the
refresh of the other applica�ons. (these will con�nue to be updated during a
scheduled update).

 38249 Updated the installed version of 'cfpdf' with the newer Amyuni driver.

Workforce
Scheduling

38499 SFK -
SCHEDULING

Addressed an issue where the search on skills and employees was not working as
designed.

 38500 SFK -
SCHEDULING

Resolved an issue where the Group field could not be cleared out once it was
populated

Work Orders 38538 WNM -
SERVICE NOTE
MAINT.

Addressed an issue where a new work order in WOE wasn't consistently bringing over
all the lines from the WNM note.



17.80.08

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job Cos�ng 38501 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

Corrected an issue with the new Print on the [All C/O] bu�on. the correct user
Defined field was not always prin�ng.

 39898 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

[All C/O] changes. The submi�ed column will only total those change orders with a
submi�ed status. Print will match the display.

 41591 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

Fixed an issue where the sales rep and project manager's names were pulling from
the 'next job'.

 41178 JKG -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
REPORTS

New column choices for repor�ng have been added:
30: Es�mated Unit Rate = Budget Amount / Current es�mate (qty) Column
33/Column 9 
31: Produc�on Value = Produc�on Qty * Est Unit Rate Column 10*Column 30 
32: Gain (Fade) = Produc�on Value – actual labor $ Column 31 less Column 13 
33: Budget Amount (From JBA) 
 
The budgeted hours column will also now total.

Payroll 41260 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

Changes made to incorporate the new form 941

 42226 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

Changes made to incorporate the new form 941

Quotes/Proposals 24164 QPE - BID
ENTRY

When impor�ng from a spreadsheet to QPE, the system will now let you know if all
lines were imported as expected. User will have the opportunity to print/view a
lis�ng of the lines on the spreadsheet and the ac�on taken if any.

 40911 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Reinstated the Extension Cost column, that was blank.

 41073 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Added a new op�on for crea�ng budget records when booking a job.  
QCQ/#5200 allows you to create budget records for all pricing items on your bid.
Each unique referenced PI (blue line) will create a Category. Each line will increment
by 10.  
This op�on is good if you want to track your budget versus actual by line item. (if
there are mul�ple lines with the same reference, they will be added together) JCT -
categories will not be looked at.

 38374 QPP -
PROPOSAL
PRINT

Print op�on QP755RS, will only print 10 lines of notes. User will now get a message if
trying to enter more than 10 lines.

 39638 QPP -
PROPOSAL
PRINT

Enhanced the quote print when using RTC. When users have subtotal lines they no
longer have to drill into each line first in order for the value to print.



 39711 QPP -
PROPOSAL
PRINT

For those users prin�ng their quote with the custom RTC op�on, users can included
alternates and/or change bid related only to the base bid.

 39892 QSP - QPE
SECURITY

Security screen for QPE has been updated to determine which users can print
booking informa�on on the Bid Print. The Bid print was updated to included this
informa�on for those who needed it for their Job folders at �me of booking. This
change to the security gives users the op�on not to print it.



17.80.07

Module IM# PROC Issue

Payroll 41609 ETF - ADMINISTRATOR
ONLY-TYPE Y

Changes made to the following payroll tax withholding tables: Idaho, Pennsylvania
and Ohio municipali�es.



17.80.06

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job Cos�ng 41142 JKG -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
REPORTS

New column choices for the report.  
Es�mated Unit Rate: Budget Amount divided by Current Es�mate 
Produc�on Value: Produc�on Qty * Es�mated Unit Rate 
Gain (Fade): Produc�on Value - Actual Labor $ 
 

Purchase Orders 27420 PLM -
VENDOR
LOCATION
MAINT.

PLM will no longer accept a loca�on '00'. If one is already set up, please change to a
new loca�on suffix. Run PLL to get a list of your Vendor loca�ons.

Quotes/Proposals 37963 QPX - Create
Purchase
Orders

If all budgets are complete on a job, user will get a message that the job is complete
and will not be able to create a PO through QPX. If the job is complete for billing
purposes, user will get a message but will be able to con�nue and write a PO if needed.



17.80.05

Module IM# PROC Issue

ChangeLinc 22450 JMB - MOBILE
C/O REQ PRINT

Added new op�on to JMB. The user will now have the op�on to print updated Change
Requests that have come in from the mobile device. (ChangeLinc)

FieldLinc 37078 FIE - MOBILE
IMPORT EDIT

Addressed an issue where Fieldlinc transac�ons were imported into FIE "On Hold"

Job Cos�ng 27011 JBA - BUDGET
MAINT/REPORT

Updated the import func�onality in JBA to be consistent with other imports. From the
import screen, the user will create the empty spreadsheet that is used to import the data.
Corrected an issue that allowed the import to add non-existent change orders.

 37368 JBU - BILLS TO
PRINT

Iden�fied and corrected an issue where retainage billing did not update to Accounts
Receivable as expected.

 38484 JFC - COST
FIELD
CHANGES

Made the grid sortable

 34266 JMB - MOBILE
C/O REQ PRINT

For those customers using ChangeLinc(Mobile Change Orders) there is a new control
ques�on (HMQ/JOB/#5070) which asks if you want the imported lines from the device to
be sorted by cost type.

 38372 JMU - MAT
IMPORT FROM
EXCEL

New Proc: JMU - Import from Excel Spreadsheet. This new proc replaces the special L41.
This new proc will allow the user to update the Material Master list (JMT). New materials
can be imported, pricing can be updated for exis�ng items. Spreadsheet: MATIMP.xls is
found in the CF/COM folder.

 37090 JWW - PRINT
ON NARROW
PAPER

Added shading back to the heading and totals of JWW.

Purchase
Orders

38100 POI -
PURCHASE
ORDER
INQUIRY

Corrected an issue, can now click on [Voucher Memo] when drilling down from POI.

Accounts
Receivable

21641 ATR - SALES
TAX DUE
REPORT

New PROC: This report will generate a list of sales tax due on PAID and PARTIALLY PAID
invoices. Users that have been using A28 and A30 should now use ATR which can be found
on the Month and Year End menu.

Special
Procedures

38502 H93 - CREATE
NV UI INFO

If you are using our special payroll program H93 - NV Quarterly Unemployment/Wage
Filing, we have added the op�on of saving the file in the format you need IE: .txt or .csv

Work
Orders

34036 WRP - SERVICE
PROFIT RPT

Service Profit Inquiry and Report will no longer ask the user to choose a Status Code. This
inquiry and report only runs for closed work orders.



17.80.03

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 36482 FPC - FORM
PRINT
CONFIGURATION

FPC is a new Proc that sets how some forms will print. Call Support for setup.

ChangeLinc 38156 URM - USER
ROLE
MAINTENANCE

Please note, in order to assign certain users to get no�fica�on of available Structure
Updates, set up a role called "UPDATE NOTIFY". The role must be in all caps. Choose
the users you want to get no�fied upon logging into STRUCTURE.

 33796 corrected an issue where the company name did not display properly when the user
changed companies.

General Ledger 33878 GBS - BALANCE
SHEET

GIS and GBS now have a new look. In conjunc�on with FPC-Form Print
Configura�on, users have the op�on of 4 different fonts, for the printout, and all
reports will be centered on the page.

 33874 GIS - INCOME
STATEMENT

GIS and GBS now have a new look. In conjunc�on with FPC-Form Print
Configura�on, users have the op�on of 4 different fonts, for the printout, and all
reports will be centered on the page.

 37580 GMC - Ready To
Close Month?

Corrected an issue where the Sales Analysis report was page breaking in correctly
when run during the GMC process.

Job Cos�ng 31911 JAE - CHANGE
ORDER
CONTROL

Fixed and issue with JAE, copying informa�on from the Base Job, instead of from the
Change Request.

 33800 JBU - BILLS TO
PRINT

In conjunc�on with FPC - Forms Print Configura�on, you can give your Requisi�on
(JBU24) a different look. Choose from 4 different fonts. Choose horizontal lines to
segment the print. Choose to print phrases.

 33882 JBU - BILLS TO
PRINT

In conjunc�on with our new proc FPC-Form Print Configura�on, users now have
another op�on for how their invoices will look. User will have to op�on of 4
different fonts, as well as the op�on to shade alterna�ng lines on the invoice. All
per�nent invoice informa�on will be together in a shaded box in the upper right
corner of the invoice. Best of all, users will be able to do a true tri-fold of the
invoice, and it will fit nicely in a window envelope.

 37366 JBU - BILLS TO
PRINT

Corrected an issue where JBU48 (the JDS report) was lis�ng previously updated
invoices.

 37835 JCO - REPRINT
CHANGE ORDER

Updated both JCO and JAG to print 'N/C' on no charge change requests.

 37837 JCR - SP COST
DETAIL RPT (1)

Reinstated the prin�ng of the Job# on the report when that column choice is
selected.

 32109 JEQ -
EQUIPMENT
MAINT

For those users with the bar code scanner, they will now have the op�on to print a
label for the piece of equipment. Equipment can be moved from one job to another
using the scanner. When using the scanner history will be saved. JER - Equipment
History Report will work in conjunc�on with the movement made with a scanner.

 37859 JFR - AIA FORM
REPORT

JFR will now remember (by user) how the report was run last.



 36464 JIU - INSTANT
INVOICE

In conjunc�on with our new proc FPC-Form Print Configura�on, users now have
another op�on for how their invoices will look. User will have to op�on of 4
different fonts, as well as the op�on to shade alterna�ng lines on the invoice. All
per�nent invoice informa�on will be together in a shaded box in the upper right
corner of the invoice. Best of all, users will be able to do a true tri-fold of the
invoice, and it will fit nicely in a window envelope.

 33909 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

Changes have been made to JJI - Job Inquiry. (not for those with a special JJI
program). 
Addi�onal informa�on will now display. Sales Rep, Project Manager, Budgeted
Hours. If all budgets are complete, "All Budgets on this Job are Closed." 
[]Select Cost has been moved closer to the Date boxes to make it clearer that it
refers to the Selected Cost column.

 34753 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

Updated the [All C/O] screen found in JJI-Job Inquiry. Op�on to show Job Reference
instead of Job Loca�on line 1. Job Loca�on Line 4 will now display. This line shows
the New C/O# on approved request lines when approved through JAE. Totals will
display for the Submi�ed, Approved, and Billed columns. They will display in that
order.  

 37966 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

When all budgets are closed on a job, the JJI screen will clearly reflect this with "All
Budgets Are Closed" message displaying in red.

 37330 JKE -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
ENTRY

When impor�ng es�mated produc�on quan�ty from QPE, the system will look at
the Pricing Item line (blue line) to get the quan�ty. If different categories are used
for material on the pricing line and sub labor lines, the quan��es will not be pulled
in. They would have to be entered manually.

 33412 JLB - PRODUCT
LABELS

For users with a bar code scanner for Roll Inventory, they now also have the op�on
to print a bar code for their Job#. This can be used in conjunc�on with moving
equipment from one job to another.  
When the control is set (HMQ/RIS/#708=Y) that the bar coding is used, JOB will
have a new op�on #21. Job# and Bar Code. It must be used in the first line of the
label.

Accounts Payable 37372 VCR - VCR totals will now reflect any nega�ve amounts. Previously ignored.

Project
Management

37915 Some new How To's have been added to Help. Check them out.

Payroll 31110 EAR - IMPORT
LAYOFF CHECKS

Both EAR and EPR will now check that the state on each payroll �me entry is valid.

 26982 EMU - Check If
Update Run

Updated the EMS screen to allow user to decide how the social security number is
treated on the Workers Compensa�on report that is run during the monthly update.

 27967 EWC - Standard
EWC (No=Wide)

Workers Comp report when printed in portrait mode will now print figures over 9
million will now print. Note, check out running the report in landscape as well.
Choose [No] to the ques�on, "Standard EWC (No=Wide) Do you want a Report?".
Then say [Yes] to "Wide EWC Do you want a report?" The landscape report will also
give you: Regular Gross, Over�me Gross, and Double Gross.

Quotes/Proposals 37270 QMM - MASTER
CODE
MAINTENANCE

For users with the bar code scanner for inventory, the bar code on the Bin Loca�on
label has been enlarged for easier scanning.



 22479 QPE - BID ENTRY Wish granted. Users will now be able to change the GP or MU % on the Line Items
tab for all lines. Many requested to be able to change the percentage instead of the
total sell dollar amount. This func�onality also allows for users to lock down certain
lines and not have the % change effect those locked lines.

 22721 QPE - BID ENTRY For customers that use subcontract labor when pricing up their quote, the Book Tab
will now reflect that amount in the correct 'Subcontract $' field. Labor $ will be
calculated from the first two labor types of JCA.

 30564 QPE - BID ENTRY If a material is pulled from JMT or QMI for the pricing item, and you do not have
U/M filled in, the system will pull in the U/M from JMT or QMI.

 36936 QPE - BID ENTRY Corrected an issue, when a template had mul�ple lines of descrip�on on the sub
lines, they were not all pulling into QPE.

 37300 QPE - BID ENTRY If control QCQ/#3135 = Y (always round when calcula�ng spreadrates and
percentages) from your templates, it will now do so.

 37782 QPE - BID ENTRY Corrected issue where a control ques�on was not being looked at. HMQ/QPS/#5015
if answered 'U' will always put a 'Y' in the use tax field on the Job Entry screen. This
is important when doing owner supplied quotes, with no material, but s�ll want the
job to be coded as a Use Tax job.

 37948 QPE - BID ENTRY Extension Sell will now includes Sales Tax.

 36566 QPP - PROPOSAL
PRINT

Users that use the Word op�on to print a quote, will not be asked which font to use.
The system will default to what was used last. User has the op�on to [Change Font]
on the print screen if needed.

Accounts
Receivable

37936 AHI - CUST HIST
INQ

When emailing a copy of an invoice from drilling down in AHI, the customer's email
address from AMT will auto populate the "To" sec�on.

Roll Inventory 37376 IRN - NON-ROLL
RECEIPT ENTRY

Corrected an issue where manufacturer/style/color/color#/descrip�on were not
ge�ng saved if entered manually in IRN.

 34252 IRX - Inventory
Spread Sheet

IRX - Inventory Spreadsheet Only is a new PROC which will allow the user to send a
report directly to Excel with all the column choices they want. IRG has a limit to the
number of character can print on a page, so IRX is a good alterna�ve if more are
needed. No report will be printed. Excel will be launched with all column choices
selected.  
An added feature of combining like tags, and transac�on made on a tag are
available in IRX.

 32511 ISE - Pack Slip
Entry

ISE - has been updated and documented in HELP.

 35128 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

Help has been updated with more detailed informa�on.

 32740 IWR - WORK
TICKET FROM
ROLL

When material is assigned from stock via QPX, the quan�ty column was showing the
total stock quan�ty. Has been corrected to show the amount assigned to the job.



Special
Procedures

28196 E06 - CREATE
LCPtracker

~IMPORTANT~ The E06 LCP Tracker Cer�fied Payroll has been updated with the
latest spreadsheet specs from LCP Tracker. New columns added to the spreadsheet
and new employee notes have been added. Please contact Support for updated E06
Documenta�on

 37903 E13 - Create NY
MAG Info

~IMPORTANT~ If you are using our E13-NY Quarterly Wage Filing program to submit
your quarterly wages, we have added control file ques�on HAQ/PRL/92830. NOTE:
You will need to contact Support change the default answer this ques�on 
E13: EQS/NY determines if the reportable gross is less 401k and/or 125 deduc�on. 
What fields in EQS do you want to use for your NY Quarterly Wage filing? 
ANS: W (default) To use answers from "Report of Wages", EQS fields 3 & 4 
T To use answers from “State Tax Figures", EQS fields 7 & 8 
U To use answers from "State Unemployment", EQS fields 9 & 10

Work Orders 36711 WRU -
PM/RECURRING
SCHED UPDATE

Addi�onal op�ons available when running this report.

 37519 WRU -
PM/RECURRING
SCHED UPDATE

Customers who run WRU for preven�ve maintenance contracts, the Contract# from
AMT will populate the Work Order automa�cally.



17.80.02

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 22904 IMM - NOTES
MASTER

updated the Helps screens to be�er explain IMM and QMM.

Job Cos�ng 37742 JCI - COST
INQUIRY

The print op�on in JCI will now print all fields displayed on the screen.

 37244 JWW - PRINT
ON NARROW
PAPER

Fixed and issue where Selected Job was ignored, and printed for all jobs.

 38084 JXE - COST TIME
ENTRY

NEW - Added an op�on to the JXE Import from Spreadsheet programming that
allows Users to import duplicate entries. Look for a check box on the JXE import
screen "Allow duplicate entries"

 37320 JXU - LOAD
SALARY
OVERTIME

Corrected an issue on the report when run subtotaled by date

 37988 NEW - A How To has been added to our HELP, called "Changes To Entering Labor info
in JXE"

Mobile Work
Orders

37985 NEW - A How To has been added to our HELP files called "How to setup a Mobile
user"

Accounts Payable 37215 VSV - CHECK
CASH
REQUIREMENTS

Corrected issues where the system treated VSV as if batching was turned on when it
wasn't.

Purchase Orders 37950 PPU - PREPARE
PO'S FOR
PRINTING

Corrected errors when emailing from STRUCTURE. (PO's, Quotes, Transmi�als)
"Array Index Out of Bounds", or no a�achments.

 37981 NEW - Several How To's have been added to our HELP files for the Purchase Order
module.

Payroll 37050 ELR - EMPLOYEE
LINE REPORT

Added a new line op�on for the new W4 informa�on.

 37001 ESE - STATE
EMPLOYEE
TIME ENTRY

Corrected an issue when using the arrows to scroll while searching transac�ons in
ESE

Quotes/Proposals 27164 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Addressed some reported issues with the QPE bid print, making it easier to read

 35012 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Addressed some issues when there is a "U" in the Tax Material field on a blue line
item on quote, and there is a Subcontractor or Labor type on the blue line item

 35284 QRG - QUOTE
REPORT
GENERATOR

Corrected an issue where the booked job number would not be pulled in when using
the create spreadsheet op�on in QRG



 37827 QRG - QUOTE
REPORT
GENERATOR

Addressed other minor issues rela�ng to the create spreadsheet op�on in QRG

Work Orders 37552 WBE - INVOICE
ENTRY

NEW - When using the 'split cost' op�on in work orders, the original cost line will be
highlighted in red to indicate that the line has been split into a cost only line and a
bill only line. This is helpful to those Users who need to adjust the billing values for
various reasons.

 37563 WBE - INVOICE
ENTRY

NEW - Structure now allows Users to change the date on a detail line, even if that
cost came from an 'include cost' func�on. NOTE: This func�on DOES NOT apply to
labor cost types. Users WILL NOT be allowed to change the date on a labor cost type
detail line that came from job cost.

 37556 WBU - CLEAR
REPRINT FILE

We have adjusted the verbiage on HMQ/WOS/09021 to include all cost types and
not just labor cost types. NOTE: This func�on only applies if you are using the 'split
cost' op�on in work orders. 
"WBU/WIU: Do you want to print “cost only” detail lines (detail lines with $0 
bill rate) on your bill?"

 37041 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Addressed some issues that occurred to the email address when changing the
service loca�on in WOE

 37567 WUS - WOS
USER SECURITY

IMPORTANT - NEW - Users will no longer be able to delete detail lines that have
come from job cost (IE: included cost). We have added an op�on in WUS-Work Order
User Security (Delete detail line in J/C) that allows System Admin users to set up
security for dele�ng detail lines on work orders by individual user.



17.80.00

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 35205 RLP -
ADMINISTRATOR
ONLY-TYPE Y

The report purge will now remove the report from the List Printed Reports screen
instead of giving you a message that the report is no longer available.

General Ledger 37017 GTB - TRIAL
BALANCE

Corrected and issue where <Tab> did not respond as expected.

Job Cos�ng 31787 JBU - BILLS TO
PRINT

Updated the informa�on that prints on the new JBU transac�on report that is an
op�on during the Billing Update.

 37133 JDR - STD COST
DTL RPT

Corrected an issue where totals were being cutoff at the bo�om of the report.
When the report is run for labor, the totals will now print on a separate page.

 34445 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

For those with the Low Voltage applica�on, users can now import informa�on from
the quote to JFE.

 36650 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

Corrected an issue with wrong job references displaying for older jobs in the job
search of JFE.

 37858 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

When accessing the JFR - Schedule of Values Report from JFE, ([Print]), the users will
have an opportunity to select the op�on to send the report to Excel.

 36999 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

Corrected an issue where expenses were added twice in the labor figure when
HMQ/JOB/#2125=N.

 37701 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

Fixed an issue if a customer had more than 1500 PO's against a job, got an error.

 36962 JKG -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
REPORTS

Added new column choices to the report: 
"Es�mated Hours per Unit": Budgeted Hours (column 11) divided by Current
Es�mate (column 9) 
"Actual Hours per Unit": Actual Hours (Column 12) divided by Produc�on Quan�ty
(column 10) 
"Balance to Complete": Current Es�mate (Column 9) minus Produc�on Quan�ty
(column 10) 
"Hours to Complete": Balance to Complete (Column 24) �mes the Actual Hours per
Unit (Column 23) 
"Total Hours at Comple�on": Hours to Complete (Column 25) plus Actual Hours
(Column 12) 
"Hours Variance":"Budgeted Hours" (column 11) less "Hours at Comple�on"
(Column 26)

 37243 JKG -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
REPORTS

Nega�ve 'Hours Variance' will now print properly.

 35172 JMG - MASTER
REPORT
GENERATOR

Corrected an issue when % of Billing was used AND run through BRAINS the
resul�ng report was not accurate.



 37369 JMG - MASTER
REPORT
GENERATOR

Corrected minor issues when using the sort op�ons of JMG. (stuck in the date field,
or an 4200 message when nothing to display.)

 33476 JPU - JOB TO
PAYROLL

Help has been updated with the new JPU procedures

 36606 JRU - CLEAR
REPRINT FILE

If entered a line item descrip�on more than 35 character they will now print on the
Change Request and Instant Invoice.

 34442 JUE - UNIT
PRICING ENTRY

For those users with the Low Voltage applica�on, they can now import quote
informa�on to JUE.

 33467 JXE - COST TIME
ENTRY

Help has been updated with the new JXE procedures.

 33470 JXE - COST TIME
ENTRY

Help has been updated with new Work Order Billing and JXE procedures. JXE
changes commi�ed under Issue 33467.

 33473 JXU - LOAD
SALARY
OVERTIME

Help has been updated with the new JXU procedures.

 36794 JXU - LOAD
SALARY
OVERTIME

Fixed issue where the asterisk was not prin�ng before the job number indica�ng it is
a prevailing wage job.

 34401 Updated Help with informa�on on Produc�on tracking.

Accounts Payable 35228 VBI - BATCH
INQUIRY

Issues with reassigning batches have been corrected.

 35028 VPB - PAYMENT
BATCH INQUIRY

Issues with reassigning batches have been corrected.

Project
Management

35208 PTD - TO DO
SUMMARY BY
JOB

Changed the op�on of seeing All Jobs to All Open Jobs. If the user wants to see all
jobs, open or closed, they can use the Range Op�on.

Purchase Orders 37267 PJR - PURCHASE
ORDER JOB
REPORT

Corrected an issue where in certain circumstances the job# would be cleared from
the screen.

 22475 POI - PURCHASE
ORDER INQUIRY

Wish granted. You may now drill down from the PO History Tab to the VHI detail.
This will allow you to see if an invoice has been paid. Review any voucher memos
that may be a�ached. If there is an '*' next to the invoice number, this indicates
there is an image of the voucher that can be viewed when your double-click on the
line.

Payroll 37257 ECN - Ready To
Calculate

New ENM employee note used to withhold addi�onal states taxes from an
employee's paycheck. You choose the state the addi�onal money should be applied
to. Use Code AD$XX where XX is the state code. The first line of Comments will be
the addi�onal dollar amount to withhold.

 37049 EER - EMPLOYEE
RPT GEN PRINT

Ten new column choices added to accommodate changes made to EMT for the new
W4 form.



 34339 EEX - MAKE DW
4 CERT PRL
EXPORT

Corrected and issue with the Connec�cut EEX, not popula�ng all state tax
withholdings

 33780 EME - MANUAL
TIME ENTRY

If up arrow is used to go back to the state field, the slashes are removed from the
week ending date. Change made to force user to press enter back thru the week
ending date to return date to the proper format to avoid issues.

 37048 EML - EMP.
MASTER DETAIL

Added new EMT fields for 2020 W4 to the report

 37043 EMT -
EMPLOYEE
MASTER MAINT

EMT screen will accommodate the new op�on available on the new W4 form for
2020.

 37044 EMT -
EMPLOYEE
MASTER MAINT

A new import is available to upload employees. Generally will be used when se�ng
up a new company.

 32703 EMU - Check If
Update Run

Fixed issue caused by no deduc�on codes being set up in EDC. The EMU month end
close would not con�nue past the deduc�on report.

 37245 EOI - EMP Maint
Inq Only

Added new W4 fields to the screen

 37228 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

Removed the 'blank page' that may have printed during quarterly closes.

 37911 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

941 - PDF will has been updated for year 2020.

 37094 ESE - STATE
EMPLOYEE TIME
ENTRY

Fixed alignment of headings in the search

 37101 ESE - STATE
EMPLOYEE TIME
ENTRY

When a transac�on number was typed in, or chosen from the search, the incorrect
transac�on number was displaying on the screen. Fixed issue.

 37572 EWS - CREATE
SEQ W2 FOR
FILING

Added Paid Family Leave amounts to the W2 file

 34530 EWX - SELECT
EWU REPORTS

New proc added to Controls that lets you choose which op�onal payroll reports will
print during the EWU weekly update. Each item corresponds directly to an exis�ng
control file ques�on. The answer to the ques�on will automa�cally change if an item
is turned on or off.

 37046 Added new W4 fields as columns

 37365 Adjusted the FMLA repor�ng to not display employees who had zero wages in the
quarter

Quotes/Proposals 37810 QRG - QUOTE
REPORT
GENERATOR

Corrected an issue when running QRG through the BRAINS process. The report will
now be a�ached.



 22601 Quotes 1 class book has been updated. (addi�onal changes s�ll to come)

Accounts
Receivable

36486 AST - RUN
STATEMENTS (1)

Statements can have a new look by se�ng control ques�on ACQ/#2008 to F, and
se�ng the font and shading in FPC - Form Print Configura�on.

Roll Inventory 26975 ICJ - JOB CUT
SHEET

When cu�ng material from stock, the system will now remember if you chose Non-
Rolls or Roll items last. No longer having to change to Non-Rolls. 
RCQ/#650 has a new op�on for those with the bar code scanner. Answer the
ques�on with a 'B'. 

 37637 ILB - INVENTORY
LABELS

The 'C' op�on for the non-roll tags have changed slightly to print a larger barcode.
This will make it easier for scanning.

 34620 INU - Tag
Receipt Report

Corrected an issue where only one label printed when more were requested.

 36806 INU - Tag
Receipt Report

Corrected an issue where the Sales Rep's name was not prin�ng on all labels.

 33165 IWB - BIN
CHANGES VIA
SCANNER

For customers using the mobile scanner for moving materials in the warehouse to
different bins, this program will show what has been moved. Where it was, and
where it is now.

 37062 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

IWQ (when HMQ/RIS/#2010=blank or W) will now let the user right click on a
descrip�on line to put in different informa�on that what comes over from the
quote.  
user will have opportunity to 'Reload' the quote informa�on if needed.  
Both op�ons have a new bu�on to delete a release. [Del Rel]. will bring up a list of
Releases. Choose the one you want to deleted. You must [Restart] for the quan��es
to update.

 37269 RCQ - CONTROL
FILE QUESTIONS

Made changes to the 'C' op�on of the material tag label when printed from ILB.

Special
Procedures

37335 EWS - CREATE
SEQ W2 FOR
FILING

Corrected an issue when running EWS for Pennsylvania.

 37292 EXS - TRANSFER
STATE FILE

Corrected an issue with EWS when running for Georgia.

 37018 H27 - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

Corrected an issue found where the H27 wasn't reading the Unemployment notes in
ENM, resul�ng in employees prin�ng on the wrong report.

Framework
Builder

37608 This change to Structure updates table defini�ons within SQL Server to align with
file changes associated with the IRS 2020 W-4 form. This specifically impacts
database tables related to the use of Framework Builder, a u�lity to provide a
rela�onal database alterna�ve for data access and repor�ng.

Work Orders 34164 WBE - INVOICE
ENTRY

Changes have been made to make it easier for the user to adjust �me that come
into the work order from a mobile device. The user may want to have one thing
print on the bill and something different go to job cost and payroll. See full detail in
a separate write up.



 36485 WCR - SERVICE
LOCATION
REPORT

Corrected the prin�ng of the contract date on this report.

 37379 WHL - SERVICE
HISTORY BY
LOCAT.

Corrected and issue where the code column had incorrect informa�on.

 37341 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Corrected an issue where pop-up notes were not displaying when the customer was
changed on a work order.

 34302 WOO - OPEN
WORK ORDER
REPORT

Added op�on to print the short descrip�on on the WOO report.

Unassigned/Misc 37112 Corrected an issue with Help not opening properly with Internet Explorer.



17.79.01

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job Cos�ng 34741 JBC - SPC
BUDGET
REPORTS (1)

Added Submi�ed Change Order amounts to the 'Contract Amounts' that can be
displayed in the report heading. This will make it consistent with JBR.

 34686 JBR - BUDGET
REPORTS

Corrected an issue where in some cases the Open PO value was incorrect.

 33494 JFE - AIA FORM
ENTRY

New Feature: Added tax and GL Account fields to the the [Add/Chg] screen of JFE.
For those customers that mark certain lines on the Schedule of Values with a
specific GL# and whether tax is included, added, or is a tax line, on the main JFE
screen, they can now add at the �me of entry. If using the spreadsheet to populate,
these fields have also been added there.

 35383 JKE -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
ENTRY

Made several changes to the Produc�on report in how it handles decimals.

 36837 JMG - MASTER
REPORT
GENERATOR

Corrected an issue when report was run in 'Wide' not reading the 'Filter Base Job
Only' check box.

Payroll 32158 ELR - EMPLOYEE
LINE REPORT

Enhanced the ELR report when informa�on for an employee is split between pages,
to bring addi�onal informa�on to the next page. This should make things clearer if
pages got separated.

 36973 EPR - PAYROLL
REGISTER

Fixed a errant message 'no Data to process' during EPR.

 37097 EQS - STATE
QRTRLY RPT
MAINT

Addressed various issues including message prompts that would not allow Users to
exit the screen

 37025 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

Corrected an issue where the MA Bulk Filing Analysis report was cu�ng off at page
1

 37076 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

Addressed various issues with the new MA Bulk Filing upload

 36484 ERM - UNION
RPT MASTER
MAINT

Corrected an issue with entering range of unions; Also added F8 search to fields 12,
13 and 14 through 41

 36777 ETF -
ADMINISTRATOR
ONLY-TYPE Y

Visit the support site (h�p://support.cfdata.net/) to view all the 2020 Payroll Tax
Changes, as well as instruc�ons to verify that your system has been updated with
the changes.

 31650 EW2 - PRINTING
W2'S

NEW - Message prompt in EW2 will no�fy the User if there are nega�ve wages on a
W2 and will not allow the User to con�nue without correc�ng it



 37119 EW2 - PRINTING
W2'S

Corrected an issue where MA W2's did not print the correct PFMLA code - Users will
just need to re-run EW2 to change the code to MAPFML

 36966 EWS - CREATE
SEQ W2 FOR
FILING

Customers using EWS/EXS to generate an electronic upload file of their state W2's:
We have updated the state of PA E-File.

 36998 EXM - MA
PFMLA Bulk File
Upload

NEW - EXM - MA PFMLA Bulk Upload; Found in the Month and Quarter End sec�on
of Payroll: This program is used to create the bulk upload file for submi�ng your MA
PFMLA deduc�ons and contribu�ons electronically. The program will look to the
encrypted bulk upload file that was generated during the payroll quarter close
processes (IE: EQU or H27)

 37104 QTRRL - Reprint
Quarterlies
Based On Dates

NEW - If you need to create the 4th Quarter 2019 MA PFMLA Bulk File, please
contact Support for instruc�ons

Quotes/Proposals 27165 QPE - BID ENTRY Updated the Booking screen to have all the same fields that JJE (Job Entry) has.
(Added Est Tax Included/Excluded and the Job Start and End Date fields.)

Special
Procedures

37105 H27 - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

Customers using H26/H27 to combine their office and field payroll company's
quarterly reports, we have added the MA PFML Bulk Filing process. Customers will
receive a combined MA PFML Bulk Filing Analysis Report, to be followed by the
crea�on of the bulk upload file via proc EXM.

Work Orders 37132 WBE - INVOICE
ENTRY

Addressed an issue with the cost calcula�on during the include cost process

 35164 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Added a new tab to show any PO's wri�en (in POE) for the displayed work order.

Unassigned/Misc 37038 Fixed an issue where JXE's dates pulled in 2020 for December 2019.

 37152 In order to prevent MA PFML calcula�on issues, we have changed access to the
control file ques�on that sets your MA PFML status (<25 or >25) (HMQ/PRL/06651)
to be a CF Staff access only ques�on. If you need to change or set your MA PFML
status, please contact Support



17.79.00

Module IM# PROC Issue

Document
Management

36771 WSC - SERVICE
LOCATION
MAINT

Corrected and issue where documents were not saving properly units assigned to a
service loca�on (WSC).

 35374 Fixed a crash caused by certain PDFs in the batch document entry.

Fixed Assets 30733 FDS -
DEPRECIATION
SCHEDULE RPT

Corrected an issue where the <Enter> was not advancing as designed.

Job Cos�ng 34700 JBI - JOB
BUDGET
INQUIRY

Added the totals back to the bo�om of the print.

 35191 JCR - SP COST
DETAIL RPT (1)

Corrected an issue with JCR not prin�ng correctly resul�ng in more pages than
necessary.

 27908 JDC - DETAIL
COST REPORT

Addressed an issue with missing decimals in the HRS/QTY total value

 36752 JKG -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
REPORTS

Addi�onal column choices are now available in Produc�on Repor�ng (JKG). 
22: Es�mated Hours per Unit: Budgeted Hours (11) divided by Current Es�mate (9) 
23: Actual Hours per Unit: Actual Hours (12) divided by Produc�on Quan�ty (10) 
24: Balance to Complete: Current Es�mate (9) less Produc�on Quan�ty (10) 
25: Hours to Complete: Balance to Complete (24) �mes Actual Hours per Unit (23) 
26: Total Hours at Comple�on: Hours to Complete (25) plus Actual Hours (12) 
27: Hours Variance: Total Hours at Comple�on (26) less Budgeted Hours (11) 
28: Es�mated Cost to Complete: Cost per Unit (14) �mes Balance to Complete (24) 
29: Es�mated Cost at Comple�on: Es�mated Cost to Complete (28) plus Actual Labor
$ (13)

Accounts Payable 32722 VSV - CHECK
CASH
REQUIREMENTS

Enhanced VSV to allow the user to choose to see ALL open vouchers. Users will be
able to select vouchers without having to 'go to the next vendor'. Click a blue
highlighted column heading to sort the list by that column.  
The grid has more informa�on for you. Will now include: vendor shortname, Job#,
whether it is part of a Subcontract, voucher reference, discount percentage and
Discount dollar amounts. 
Need to change the discount percentage or dollar? Can do right on the VSV screen.  
Job Reference will display at the bo�om of the screen.

Purchase Orders 35054 POE -
PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

Fixed and issue in POE with <Tab> to get out of Remarks was going to the wrong
field.

 36780 PPU - PREPARE
PO'S FOR
PRINTING

Corrected an issue with the phrase spacing when using PO print op�on 'N'.

Payroll 32377 E13 - Create NY
MAG Info

NEW Special Program - Revised process for the State of NY Quarterly Wage
Electronic Filing (E13, E14, E15 & E16 for all 4 payroll quarters)



 36768 EHP - Create
1095C pdf

NEW - The 2019 1095C Affordable Care Act form is available in Structure

 35138 EHX - IRS 1095
XML FILE GEN

New control file ques�on to enter your 2019 1094C/1095C TCC-ID for electronic
filings (HMQ/PRL/36954)

 36524 EMA - MA
FMLA
EMPLOYEE
MISPAID
REPORT

NEW - New proc EMA will generate a list of any employee that had MA PFMLA
deduc�ons taken from their paychecks and shouldn’t have. 
(For Example: If the employee was later marked exempt, or the company purchased
an approved FMLA insurance policy)

 36883 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

NEW - When running quarterly payroll reports (via EQU or H27), Structure will
generate an encrypted bulk upload file for repor�ng MA PFMLA deduc�ons and
contribu�ons. Users will then use another separate new proc, EXM - MA PFMLA Bulk
Upload, that will generate the unencrypted file to electronically file with the State of
Massachuse�s.

 34531 EW2 -
PRINTING W2'S

NEW - Added to W2's in Box 14a, code MAPFML, with the employee's MA PFMLA
deduc�on values

 30974 EWD - CREATE
SEQ W2 FOR
DISKETT

NEW - Added two new valid tax codes for box 12 on W2's: Code GG—Income from
qualified equity grants and HH—Aggregate deferrals. These codes can be manually
entered in EWT - W2 Maintenance when/if needed.

 31000 EWD - CREATE
SEQ W2 FOR
DISKETT

If a W2 wage record has a nega�ve value, during the EWD process, Users will receive
a message sta�ng there are W2's with nega�ve values that must be fixed

 36953 EXM - MA
PFMLA Bulk File
Upload

NEW - EXM - MA PFMLA Bulk Upload; Found in the Month and Quarter End sec�on
of Payroll: This program is used to create the bulk upload file for submi�ng your MA
PFMLA deduc�ons and contribu�ons electronically. The program will look to the
encrypted bulk upload file that was generated during the payroll quarter close
processes (IE: EQU or H27)

Quotes/Proposals 35037 QBT - BID
TEMPLATE
MAINT

Corrected an issue when upda�ng the pricing of material found in JMT. If JMT has a
Bill and Discount, the system will calculate the cost of the item and bring into QBT.

Accounts
Receivable

30431 AMR -
CUSTOMER
MASTER
REPORT

Corrected an issue where the email address was not being sent to Excel when the
'Create Spreadsheet' op�on was selected.

Work Orders 32204 WDS - W/O
DISPATCH
SCHEDULING

Added a user configurable op�on to show the colors for resources, statuses, and
priori�es in the dispatch grid.

 35332 WDS - W/O
DISPATCH
SCHEDULING

Corrected an issue with the dispatch board showing more reps on the calendar. Will
just show reps for the group selected.

 36661 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Corrected an issue when the unit of measure was an M or a C and Markup Overrides
were used.



17.78.05

Module IM# PROC Issue

FieldLinc 34095 NEW - Added access to Produc�on Tracking for mobile device users

General
Ledger

30937 GPF - CREATE
PERIOD
INFORMATION

Addressed an issue when using the TAB key to get through the entry screen

Job Cos�ng 35154 JKE -
PRODUCTION
TRACKING
ENTRY

Addressed various issues that were causing a duplica�on of data

Accounts
Payable

36607 VIC - CHECK
CASH
REQUIREMENTS

Addressed an issue with the default answer to "Any More?" prompt

Project
Management

33810 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

NEW - We've added a MAP IT op�on to the job loca�on field

Payroll 34516 ECN - Ready To
Calculate

Changes made to allow the system to calculate MA PFMLA deduc�ons and/or
contribu�ons based upon your MA PFMLA requirement (greater than or less than 25
employees; or exemp�on)

 34521 ECN - Ready To
Calculate

Changes have been made for MA FMLA to follow the state where an employee's
unemployment is being reported to

 34512 EQS - STATE
QRTRLY RPT
MAINT

NEW -In order to ensure proper calcula�on of MA PFMLA deduc�ons and contribu�ons,
when/if fields 9, 10 or 11 are changed, they will automa�cally update MA Family Leave
fields 28, 29 & 30 AND MA Medical Leave fields 36, 37 and 38

 34515 EQS - STATE
QRTRLY RPT
MAINT

Changes made to allow users to increase and/or decrease the employer contribu�on
percentages for MA Family and/or MA Medical Leave

 36570 EQS - STATE
QRTRLY RPT
MAINT

NEW - When the payroll year end clear is done and the first week ending payroll update
is completed for the next year, User's will not be allowed to change fields 9-11, 28-30,
32-34 or 40-42. This is to prevent a company from changing the status of their MA
PFMLA filing requirement (greater than or less than 25 employees) 

 35366 UTX - UPDATE
PAYROLL TAXES

NEW - Control File ques�ons for se�ng your Rhode Island higher unemployment
insurance limit; See HMQ/PRL/07003 for your field payroll and HMQ/PRL/50009 for your
office payroll

 34528 NEW - EWU Weekly Reports & Update has two new MA PFMLA reports; 1) FMLA
Schedule displays employee deduc�ons and employer contribu�on values 2) FMLA
Burden displays employer contribu�ons 
NEW - EQU Quarter End Reports and Update has a new FMLA report that will display
variances with employees who have over or under paid their MA FMLA taxes 
NEW - EQW Quarter Preview Reports has a new FMLA report that will display variances
with employees who have over or under paid their MA FMLA taxes

Accounts
Receivable

36560 AGI - AGED REC
INQ

Corrected an issue in AGI where the wrong invoice informa�on was displayed when a line
was selected.



Roll
Inventory

35231 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

When HMQ/RIS/#2010 = blank or a 'W'. the descrip�on field is now editable. Right-Click
on a descrip�on field to expand the box to enter more instruc�ons for the installer.  
There is an op�on to clear the box and to reload from the quote if needed. Full
descrip�on will print on the Work Ticket.

Special
Procedures

34519 H27 - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE
?

NEW - Added a new MA FMLA report for our customers who have the programming that
combines their office and field payroll quarterly reports

Work Orders 32170 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

NEW - Added an op�on to have service loca�on notes automa�cally populate the work
order phrase field of your choice on your work orders - See HELP files for details

 33916 WRU -
PM/RECURRING
SCHED UPDATE

NEW - Added an op�on to have service loca�on notes automa�cally populate the work
order phrase field of your choice on your work orders - See HELP files for details



17.78.04

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 33799 FPC - FORM
PRINT
CONFIGURATION

FPC - Form Print Configura�on 
New PROC to all the user to defined how certain forms print.

General Ledger 34660 GTR - Are You
Sure

GTR - Trial Balance will no longer start with "Are You Sure?" You will receive a more
informa�ve message. You will be no�fied when the report was built last and if you
want to use the data from that build or to run the report using updated data.

Job Cos�ng 33443 JCE - COST
ENTRY

NEW - We've added a new 'Enhanced Search' and we also now display the source
code on the screen. Source Code shows where the cost originated from.

ODBC/XDBC
VISION File
Interface

35219 If you have an ODBC driver, we have added addi�onal tables to access the QMM-
Master Code Maintenance data, the QPE-Bid Entry Customer data and the UMT-
UserId Maintenance data

 35222 If you have an ODBC driver, we have added addi�onal tables to access the QMM-
Master Code Maintenance data, the QPE-Bid Entry Customer data and the UMT-
UserId Maintenance data

Project
Management

25235 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

For users that have the Quotes and Proposals applica�on, and have
MCQ/PJM/#0030 = Y, if a transmi�al was sent out before the quote has been
awarded, when the job is booked, the transmi�al will go to the job.  
A message will display when booking a job if transmi�als are found for the quote.
"Transmi�als found for associated bids. Do you want these reassigned to the new
Job#?" If answered 'Y' the transmi�al done before the job was awarded will be on
the PJC screen for that new job.

 35090 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

NEW - Change orders created in QPE-Bid Entry can now be reprinted

Quotes/Proposals 35207 QPE - BID ENTRY QPE will now pull in all lines of descrip�on on the sub lines on a template.

Roll Inventory 35167 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

IWQ will now pull in the 'site contact' if one is on the QPE screen. 

Work Orders 34278 WBU - CLEAR
REPRINT FILE

Corrected an issue where the sales tax report was not totaling

 32440 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

NEW - Added a Purchase Orders tab to WOE

 33898 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

NEW - Added 'count' values to work order tabs: Other Call, Dispatches and Purchase
Orders



17.78.03

Module IM# PROC Issue

Document
Management

29415 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

Addressed an issue with the error message displayed when the document a�ached to a
cost record does not exist in document management.

Job Cos�ng 34450 JBI - JOB
BUDGET
INQUIRY

Regardless of how JCI - Detail Cost Inquiry was last run, the JBI - Budget Inquiry drill down
will always default to 'All' costs. Users can s�ll select 'Restart' to change cost display op�ons.

 33452 JCI - COST
INQUIRY

NEW - We have added a 'Source' column that displays where the cost originated from.
Please note currently the source does not print on the JCI report, but will in a future
version.

 35135 JIH - Invoice
History
Inq/Print

If an invoice is emailed from JIH - Invoice History Inquiry, Structure will look to AMT -
Customer Maintenance Email field for an email address and will pre-populate the address
for you

 35139 JIH - Invoice
History
Inq/Print

If an invoice is emailed from any proc that has an op�on to show and/or reprint invoices,
Structure will look to AMT - Customer Maintenance Email field for an email address and will
pre-populate the address for you

Payroll 33309 ECK - BATCH
INQUIRY

Corrected an issue where the state and zip code would not fit within the window envelope.

Roll
Inventory

33753 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

When HMQ/RIS/#2010 = blank or a 'W'. the descrip�on field is now editable. Right-Click on
a descrip�on field to expand the box to enter more instruc�ons for the installer.  
There is an op�on to clear the box and to reload from the quote if needed. Full descrip�on
will print on the Work Ticket.



17.78.02

Module IM# PROC Issue

FieldLinc 35038 FAE - PALM
ASSIGNMENT
MASTER

Added the op�on to sort material list by Descrip�on, Material#, Catalog or Class by
selec�ng the column heading. Select column heading once for ascending order, then
again for descending order.

 33758 FTI - IMPORT
TO JXE/JSE

Corrected an issue for customers that have their JCA screen in a different Sequence
order than the default, and were using TimeLinc. Time will now be imported properly.

General Ledger 27955 GRB - GL VS
BUDGET
REPORT

Corrected an issue when selec�ng the 'using exis�ng data' op�on

Job Cos�ng 27141 JBA - BUDGET
MAINT/REPORT

NEW - Addi�onal informa�on such as a totaling grid at the bo�om, more op�ons for
budge�ng and be�er tracking. See HELP files for details.

 34407 JJE - JOB ENTRY Corrected an issue with an invalid error message when trying to delete a job

 34733 JJI - JOB COST
SUMMARY
INQUIRY

NEW - When Users select 'Print' in the 'All C/O' screen, the report will be in the same
order as it is was displayed

 34604 JMG - MASTER
REPORT
GENERATOR

Fixed an issue where user defined 'constant' values were not returning correct values
when used to mul�ply another column choice.

 34727 JXE - COST
TIME ENTRY

Addressed an issue where labor records entered via a mobile device were not
impor�ng

 34748 JXE - COST
TIME ENTRY

Addressed an issue where labor records, entered on an ac�ve work order, via a
mobile device, were not impor�ng

Payroll 34400 EPR - PAYROLL
REGISTER

Corrected an issue where edited tax values were not being reported correctly, when
the rerunning the payroll register

Quotes/Proposals 34482 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Corrected an issue with the sell price if HMQ/QPS/03150 = N

 34483 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Addressed issues rela�ng to overwri�ng the sub line when templates are using an 'N'
in the tax field of the labor lines but have a 'Y' on the add'l tab

Accounts
Receivable

33853 ASA - SALES
ANALYSIS
SELECT

Addressed issues with totaling when the 'Print By' 'State' op�on was selected

 34002 ASA - SALES
ANALYSIS
SELECT

Added a summary sec�on at the bo�om of the report that tallies total tax due by
state and jurisdic�on

 34649 ASA - SALES
ANALYSIS
SELECT

'Reference' and 'Loca�on' have been added to the top of the report when run by
Job#.

Work Orders 34533 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Corrected an issue where 'Incomplete' work orders could not be deleted



17.78.00

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 34271 DEC - EXECUTIVE
CENTER

If cash receipts are received via ADC, and control ques�on HMQ/REC/#558=Y, the
value will be included next to [Receipts].

Job Cos�ng 31614 JBE - BILLING ENTRY
(1)

Corrected an issue when using 'Whole Dollar Retainage' where retainage could
update to history with the wrong value

 32048 JCR - SP COST
DETAIL RPT (1)

New sequence op�on to run the JCR report. Can now be run by Labor or
Union/Labor.  
If sequence op�on is Union (only if a union company) you will have the op�on to
subtotal by Union and Labor #.  
The JCR report will also now give you totals by RT,OT, and DT.

 33242 JDC - DETAIL COST
REPORT

The JDC will include change order informa�on, whether it is run by a range of
jobs (same star�ng/ending) or run by a single selected job.

 33044 JMF - MONTH END
JOB COST RPTS

Corrected an issue where some costs from work orders would not be generated
when run via JMF-Summary Report by Date

 34694 JXU - LOAD SALARY
OVERTIME

Addressed issues with lock messages if JJE-Job Maintenance was open in another
session or opened by another User

Low Voltage 34122 LQE - QUOTE ENTRY Resolved situa�ons which allowed the user to skip the required "Type" field

 34173 LQE - QUOTE ENTRY Resolved a problem pulling items from POE where the Material # did not get
populated

Accounts
Payable

30926 DAP - DIRECT
VOUCHER MAINT

Fixed dollar display for amounts over 999,999.99

 34500 MPE - PRE-
VOUCHER ENTRY

MPE will now no�fy the User of a duplicate invoice number

 34554 VDP - VENDOR
DIRECT DEPOSITS

Corrected the forma�ng of the bank rou�ng number

 30653 VIC - CHECK CASH
REQUIREMENTS

Addressed an issue where if payment batching is turned off (HMQ/PAY/#3000 =
N), Users could not flag a voucher for a par�al payment

 34474 VSV - CHECK CASH
REQUIREMENTS

Addressed an issue where the sor�ng func�on was causing the Current Selec�on
field value to be incorrect.

 30706 VXD - CREATE DIR
DEP FOR BANK

Resolved an issue that caused an error message if a user resent the VXD file.

Purchase Orders 34181 POI - PURCHASE
ORDER INQUIRY

Corrected an issue with the displayed values when the unit of measure was "C"
and/or "M"

Payroll 34564 EWU - READY FOR
WEEKLY UPDATE

Addressed an issue where the PFMLA calcula�on if the employee posted to a G/L
account

Work Orders 34473 WBU - CLEAR
REPRINT FILE

Addressed an issue when showing markup on the invoice, where the numbers on
the invoice did not match WBE details or the edit report.



 34222 WDS - W/O
DISPATCH
SCHEDULING

WDS-Dispatch Board will display in the same order as WSM-Service Rep
Maintenance

 33951 WSC - SERVICE
LOCATION MAINT

Corrected some reported issues with the import into WSC

Unassigned/Misc 34454 Corrected an issue where some JXE transac�ons could be lost during an upgrade



17.77.01

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 21692 SRM - SERVER
REPRINT
MAINT

Fixed an issue where WWP was not pulling the correct 'From' email address from the
SRM screen.

Document
Management

34346 Fixed an issue some users were having with loading the PDF's in the Document
Management program.

Job Cos�ng 28230 Added Produc�on Repor�ng capability to Job Cost module

Accounts
Payable

30926 DAP - DIRECT
VOUCHER
MAINT

Fixed dollar display for amounts over 999,999.99

Payroll 33090 EWU - READY
FOR WEEKLY
UPDATE

Corrected an issue where some EIC updates were pos�ng to job cost with the wrong
date. (using weekending date instead of distribu�on date)

 34382 EWU - READY
FOR WEEKLY
UPDATE

Resolved an issue where unions without ac�vity would print, causing extra pages to
appear in union reports

Special
Procedures

34383 E95 - HCSS
LABOR IMPORT

A correc�on was made to the E95 import.

 33547 H26 - Combine
Co's For Qtr
Rpt

Corrected an error that caused and error when running H27.

Work Orders 34430 WBE - INVOICE
ENTRY

Added an "Edit Report" to the Billing tab of WBE, to give a direct view of all values
calculated in the pricing of the WO

 34352 WBU - CLEAR
REPRINT FILE

Edit report will now show frac�onal cents. If a calcula�on of Markup or Tax goes out 4
decimal places, the edit will display this informa�on. The invoice will not print the
extended amounts.



17.77.00

Module IM# PROC Issue

Administrator 33356 SEC - ADMIN
ONLY
FUNCTION

Corrected an issue, user has access to JJI and no access to JCI, they will no longer be
able to dril ldown to the [Detail] in JJI.

Favorites 34000 Corrected an issue where the user would get an error when trying to add a PROC to
their favorites menu.

General Ledger 33648 GFE - FUTURE
POSTING
MAINT

Corrected an issue where the F2 key caused and error.

Job Cos�ng 32719 JBE - BILLING
ENTRY (1)

Added a BACK bu�on to JBE

 34014 JBI - JOB
BUDGET
INQUIRY

Corrected an issue in JBI. If the user doesn't have any budgets on the job, they will
now receive a message "No Info to View".

 34026 JBR - BUDGET
REPORTS

Added the Job Reference to print right under the Job# on the report.

 34107 JCR - SP COST
DETAIL RPT (1)

Fixed an issue with JCR not prin�ng all 12 characters of a material number.

 33632 JDS - Detail
Sales/Tax Rpt

Reinstated the totals at the end of the Report.

 22478 JMH -
SELECTED COST
MOVE HISTORY

When costs are moved via JCD, the system will now save that history. This history can
be retrieved using a new PROC,  
JMH - Selected Costs Move History. This program can be run for a date range or by
job.

 22472 JXE - COST
TIME ENTRY

Improved search func�onality for Trans#.

 32305 JXE - COST
TIME ENTRY

Corrected a reported issue where nega�ve labor hours from Work Orders, were not
impor�ng correctly into JXE

 34049 JXE - COST
TIME ENTRY

Fixed an issue where equipment records were not uploading to JXE.

 30839 JXU - LOAD
SALARY
OVERTIME

JJE: JJE will now check JXE-Labor Time Entry for any records before allowing a job to
be deleted.

ODBC/XDBC
VISION File
Interface

33855 Resolved an issue that caused an error when alpha characters were used in the Check
Number field.

Accounts Payable 32222 VVE -
VOUCHER
MAINTENANCE

Corrected an issue when crea�ng a VSM record on the fly from VVE, system is once
again auto-popula�ng the Vendor and Job # fields.



Purchase Orders 33770 PLE - PO
RELEASE ENTRY

PLE will now accept and display quan��es over 99,999.99.

 33585 POE -
PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

Vendor Lump Sum PO's will print the dollar amount now even if there is no
descrip�on line entered.

 31124 PPU - PREPARE
PO'S FOR
PRINTING

If many of your part#'s are over 12 characters you may now choose to print the part#
on the PO when using the 'O' print. (PCQ/POS/#2044=O) 
Change PCQ/POS/#2040 to a P.

 20137 PQE -
MATERIAL REQ
ENTRY

PQE - will now allow frac�onal quan��es if control HAQ/POS/1115=Y. 
This must be turned on by CF.

 20138 PQE -
MATERIAL REQ
ENTRY

PQE will now accept up to 6 lines of descrip�on. This is to make it more consistent
with the entries made in POE directly.

Payroll 32031 E63 - WA
WORKERS
COMP MAINT
SPC

Added new capabili�es to handle Washington state worker's comp.

 31106 ECN - Ready To
Calculate

Programs are in place for the system to take out the new employee and employer
contribu�on for FMLA. (For employees working in the state of Massachuse�s) 
Controls will need to be set for this ac�on to happen. Full explana�on will follow.

 31802 ECN - Ready To
Calculate

Updated program for New Mexico so that a person may claim no more than 3 state
exemp�ons.

 31995 ECO -
CONTRIBUTION
CODE MAINT

A column has been added to the report to iden�fy Group Codes.

 32272 EUD - DETAIL
UNION REPORT

Addi�onal op�ons previously added to summary union reports, has also been applied
to the detail union reports

 31746 EUR -
MONTHLY
UNION
REPORTS

New control ques�on if you would like to print your union reports in landscape. This
will allow for up to 13 columns. HMQ/PRL/#511.=Y

 31640 EWU - READY
FOR WEEKLY
UPDATE

If a change has been made to a transac�on in ETE or ESE that originated from Job
Cost (JXE), during the weekly update, a correc�ng job cost transac�on will be created.
The system will credit the original line in JCE, and add a new cost transac�on with the
changes.

 34223 EWU - READY
FOR WEEKLY
UPDATE

Corrected an issue that prevented the update from comple�ng if Control File
Ques�on ECQ/#50007 = 'N' (Do you want to use actual burden for your office payroll
company?)

Quotes/Proposals 30878 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Label on the QPE screen of E/PM was changed to match the setup in QMM. It will
now read 'Es�mator'.



 33189 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Corrected an issue when changing the Sell price. In certain cases the tax wasn't
calcula�ng properly if there was a large adjustment value. Adjustment amount should
be minimal.

 33326 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Corrected an issue when a user manually enters a new sub-detail line, then presses
<Enter> to get the next line, could duplicate an exis�ng line #.

 33536 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Corrected a issue we created when we allowed for materials to be entered by
material #. Manufacture/style/color/color # were dropped.

 33325 QPX - Create
Purchase
Orders

User will not be able to add material on the fly in from QPX. The user will get a
message to manually add to JMT. The user can then Hot Key to JMT to add all the
informa�on needed.

 34057 QPX - Create
Purchase
Orders

The issue was corrected for customers that were ge�ng messages of 'No PO Found'
when trying to create a PO in QPX.

Accounts
Receivable

30846 AST - RUN
STATEMENTS
(1)

Finally corrected an issue with the Statement print. what prints in the last column is
based on a control ques�on ACQ/#2019. The heading of this column was not
changing to reflect what was prin�ng. It now will.

Roll Inventory 33070 ILR -
INVENTORY
LOCATION RPT

Corrected an issue with the wrong loca�on being pulled in when there were more
than 100 bin loca�ons.

 32621 INS - NON ROLL
RECEIPTS

Corrected an issue where the descrip�on of the material item was not following the
item all the way through all programs.

 33978 IRN - NON-
ROLL RECEIPT
ENTRY

Corrected an issue caused if a user entered more than 12 characters for the tag#.
Users will no longer be able to enter more than 12 characters for a tag#

Work Orders 32289 WBE - INVOICE
ENTRY

Changes have been made to make it easier for the user to adjust �me that come into
the work order from a mobile device. The user may want to have one thing print on
the bill and something different go to job cost and payroll. See full detail in a separate
write up.

 33385 WBE - INVOICE
ENTRY

Work Order billing will now look at the answer to a payroll control ques�on on
whether to use the 'Wrap Up Burden %' from ELM. See ECQ/#1085.

 33854 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Customer Pop-Up notes will display when the Work Order screen is restarted.

 33920 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Resolved an issue where the Phrase entered into WSC wasn't popula�ng in the Billing
phrase field by default when the loca�on was selected.

 34046 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Resolved an issue where the System created duplicate incomplete work orders when
conver�ng to ac�ve work orders.

 34220 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Phrases on the WSC Svc Loc record should only populate the phrase fields when WRB
is run. If that Svc Loc is entered on a new or exis�ng work order, the phrase from Fld
29 of WSC should not populate on the work order.

 34228 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Corrected an issue where phrases and details were not displaying on Incomplete
work orders uploaded from the mobile device.



 34241 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Users were receiving a message from Structure about 'changing the service loca�on'
when they were not changing the loca�on, they were crea�ng a new work order with
a service loca�on.

 34296 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Addressed addi�onal issues found with the 'Create New' job op�on in Work Orders

 34323 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Status codes changed on a mobile device were not wri�ng to WOE

 34324 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Mobile work orders were not locked when opened in WOE

 34325 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Mobile work orders created prior to current date. When opened in WOE, would
change the 'Entered By' date to be the current date, losing it's original entry date.

 34326 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

Fixed an issue where some header tab data was being lost if PRINT was selected
before SAVE.

Unassigned/Misc 34148 See How To sec�on of HELP for detailed instruc�ons on the work flow for work orders
through JXE.

 34208 Structure Server - Changed a compiler se�ng which was applied inconsistently,
causing an error at startup.



17.76.09

Module IM# PROC Issue

ChangeLinc 33820 Resolved an error caused by selec�ng the lowest job # in L58

Document
Management

33827 Resolved an error opening the DocManagement screen on worksta�ons which did not have
certain Microso� DLLs preinstalled.



17.76.08

Module IM# PROC Issue

ChangeLinc 30916 Added support for Unicode characters for Changelinc for proper transla�on when seen in Structure.



17.76.07

Module IM# PROC Issue

ADM -
Administrator

32102 DEC -
EXECUTIVE
CENTER

Fixed an issue with the drill down not matching the front screen of DEC for AR and AP.
Fixed an issue where you could not change the criteria from Due Date to Invoice Date.

 32133 DEC -
EXECUTIVE
CENTER

Fixed an issue where users were unable to change any fields in G/L inquiry screens
when accessed from DEC.

 32201 DEC -
EXECUTIVE
CENTER

Addressed a security issue that prevented users from accessing drill-down details
from DEC.

 32434 DEC -
EXECUTIVE
CENTER

Restored the func�on of the Aging bu�ons to bring up the screen to choose how the
report will be run.

 32112 DPC - PROJECT
CENTER

Addressed an issue that denied non-admin project managers access to DPC.

CHG - ChangeLinc 32068 Addressed an issue where dates entered on the detail line on a device were not
uploading to Request for Change Order (JRE).

GNL - General
Ledger

33177 GFI - CREATE
PERIOD
INFORMATION

Fixed an issue with the balance sheet inquiry "Current Change" totals for period 14.

JOB - Job Cos�ng 32624 JAE - CHANGE
ORDER
CONTROL

When JAE is used to send a Change Request to Billing (JIE), the change request was
marked as 'Billed'. Now, all informa�on from the change request will move to JIE in
detail. The phrase field will be populated and the detail lines will be just as they were
on the change request.

 32728 JWW - PRINT
ON NARROW
PAPER

Fix to address issue that caused some columns to not display a total when exported to
a spreadsheet.

OTH - Other 32390 QRE - SERVICE
REP MAINT

Addressed an issue where users received an error message when accessing QRE a�er
upda�ng Structure.

PAY - Accounts
Payable

32261 MPR - PRE-
VOUCHER
REPORTS

Fixed an issue where job numbers from MPE were not prin�ng on the MPR report.

 32191 VCH -
VOUCHER
MAINTENANCE

Corrected an issue with security that would not allow users to have access to enter a
Voucher Memo, even when they had access to VVE and VCH.

 32735 VCK - RUN
CHECKS

Corrected a problem with not being able to print checks un�l a control ques�on was
answered saying you do Direct Deposit, even if you don't.

 32157 VGI - VENDOR
AGING

Enhanced VGI - Vendor Aging with Drill Down. You will now be able to sort the list by
any of the headings.



 32396 VGI - VENDOR
AGING

Corrected an issue where some aging amounts from VAA were displaying in the
wrong columns in VGI.

 31634 VVE -
VOUCHER
MAINTENANCE

Corrected an issue that some users faced when a pdf file with annota�ons being
a�ached to vouchers in PRE/VVE caused 'memory access viola�ons'.

PJM - Project
Management

32042 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

Addressed an issue where project managers who are allowed access to JBI were not
allowed access when using the [Budget] bu�on on the Job Inquiry screen (JJI).

POS - Purchase
Orders

31031 ISE - Pack Slip
Entry

Before turning on the ISE/ISU programs (HMQ/RIS/#200=Y) please review
HMQ/RIS/#500. The recommended answer for #500 is blank. (see documenta�on for
full explana�on of ISE/ISU).

 31264 POE -
PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

Fixed an issue where the Copy PO func�on copied too much informa�on from the
original PO. (i.e. receipts and status)

 32594 POE -
PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

A change was made so a user will no longer be taken back to a menu when trying to
hotkey to POE from PRE. The system will not let you do it, but you will be brought
back to the PRE screen.

 31469 PPU - PREPARE
PO'S FOR
PRINTING

If using the PO print op�on 'O', (PCQ/POS/#2044) the job reference will print on the
last line of the ship to. a�er "Job Ref:" on line 6.

 32539 PSO - PO
SUMMARY
REPORT

Addressed an issue where the print date of the report in the heading was incorrect.

PRL - Payroll 31013 ECR - Standard
ECR(No=Wide)

Fixed an issue when the ECR is run in Wide by short name, was s�ll running by
employee.

 31798 EXD - CREATE
DIR DEP FOR
BANK

For banks that require the ACH file to be sent in .txt format, users may now type ".txt"
to the end of the file name on the Save As screen and Structure will save the file as a
.txt file.

QPS -
Quotes/Proposals

22463 ADR -
ADDRESS
BOOK

Added the op�on to run by Architect.

 32265 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Corrected an issue when an Alternate Bid was open, and a user selected the [Docs]
bu�on, the docs for the Base Bid would display instead of the Alternate Bid.
Addressed an error that would occur if the Base Bid had been deleted.

 32376 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Fixed an issue with impor�ng a spreadsheet. Calcula�ons were not happening un�l
the user pressed <Enter> on the blue line quan�ty.

 32789 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Fixed the issue where the Type field could get messed up on the sub detail lines. This
was caused when we added phs/cat to the sub lines.

 31991 QPP -
PROPOSAL
PRINT

When using the default 'printer' version of the quote print (see QPC- Printer =
QP753RS), a new op�on has been added to tell the system where on the page to start
prin�ng. This will be beneficial if your logo was running into the date field. The default
is to start on line 7. If changed, it will effect all users that use that print.



 32471 QPX - Create
Purchase
Orders

If a user enters a material number not found in the material master (JMT) they will be
prompted to hot key to JMT to add.

 22457 QRG - QUOTE
REPORT
GENERATOR

Add the capability to send the QRG report to Excel.

REC - Accounts
Receivable

32579 ASR - SELECT
FOR CUST
ANALYSIS

Corrected an issue where month-to-date totals were not showing on the report if the
month was not within the year-to-date range selected.

RIS - Roll
Inventory

30720 IBU - Physical
Roll Balance
Upd

Corrected an issue that resulted in nega�ve quan��es on rolls when a 'zero' balance
was entered in IBE. This happened when cuts had been made on a roll prior to
entering the physical value. IMT will now reflect a 'zero' balance.

 30790 ILB -
INVENTORY
LABELS

Label op�ons have changed and been expanded.  
see full write up on what the op�ons will provide.

 32612 ITL -
INVENTORY
TRANS LIST

fixed and issue with ge�ng more informa�on on the report than requested.

 32110 IWH - BAR
CODE MENU

Added a "Move Equipment" op�on to the barcode menu.

 32596 IWR - WORK
TICKET FROM
ROLL

Corrected an issue where the Installa�on Date is not prin�ng date entered. If there is
a date in field 32 of JJE, that is the default installa�on date.

 33069 IWR - WORK
TICKET FROM
ROLL

Addressed an issue where the second page of a work �cket would incorrectly list the
Rel# as 000001.

SYS - System
(General)

33315 Addressed errors that could randomly occur when prin�ng from the View screen.

WOS - Work
Orders

33229 WMH - MOVE
HISTORY NEW
SERV LOC

Addressed an issue where the history from the selected Service Contract was not
being copied to the new Service Contract in certain instances.

 33252 WMH - MOVE
HISTORY NEW
SERV LOC

Addressed an issue that could cause an error when a user exits the program
immediately a�er opening.

 32220 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

The "Create Job" op�on will now appear correctly.

 33228 WOE - WORK
ORDER ENTRY

The system will now no�fy the user when entering a Service Rep if the employee is
terminated.



17.76.06

Module IM# PROC Issue

JOB COST 22462 DEC -
EXECUTIVE
CENTER

The Customer Name will now display when the Job Backlog screen is opened from
DEC. Visual enhancements have been made to the screen. Data is now sortable by
clicking on a column header, and can be reverse-sorted by clicking again.

LOW VOLTAGE 31055 LQE - QUOTE
ENTRY

When adding a template in LQE, you will have the op�on to have the system
create a separate Labor line based on the installa�on �me. A check box will be
added to the Add Template screen.

 31602 LSE - PACKING
SLIP ENTRY

Corrected an issue where Remarks were not being saved.

 31444 LWT - WORK
TICKET
RELEASE

When a job is pulled in, the cursor will now move to the 'Qty To Rel' column.

Module IM# PROC Issue

ChangeLinc 32068  Addressed an issue where dates entered on the detail line on a device were not
uploading to Request for Change Order (JRE) in STRUCTURE.

Job Cos�ng 31344 JDS - Detail
Sales/Tax Rpt

Changed the layout of the JDS report to include more and clearer informa�on. Job
# and Reference have been added. Customer name has moved.

Project Management 31835 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

Addressed an issue where the Inventory Report Generator (IRG), when run from
within PJC, was pulling in the Sort Op�ons last selected when IRG had been run
outside of PJC, which caused an error.

Project Management 32041 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

Corrected an issue when accessing the Receivables Inquiry from within PJC, where
the informa�on wasn't pulled in automa�cally. The system will also ask the user if
they want to 'Check for Images'. Choose Yes to show which invoices have images
a�ached.

Payroll 31995 ECO -
CONTRIBUTION
CODE MAINT

A column has been added to the report to iden�fy Group Codes.

Quotes/Proposals 31327 QBT - BID
TEMPLATE
MAINT

When entering items from Material Maintenance (JMT) to a template, if the user
types in the item#, the price from JMT will fill in automa�cally.If there is no cost,
but there is a Billing and Discount, the system will calculate the cost. (Billing less
discount% = Cost).

Quotes/Proposals 31008 QPE - BID
ENTRY

The sub-lines of a pricing item (PI line) will now display the Phase and Category.
You no longerneed to right-click to see these fields. Also, if a template called
'Reference' is set up, a user may bring a line from the reference template into a
pricing item. This can be used for companies that have many different labor lines,
and want to be able to easily add them to a pricing item.

Quotes/Proposals 32345 QPP -
PROPOSAL
PRINT

Corrected a problem with a custom print not prin�ng the customer informa�on if
there was no customer selected from the database.



Quotes/Proposals 31329 QPX - Create
Purchase
Orders

If a valid item# from Material Maintenance (JMT) is typed into the Item# field of
QPX, the descrip�on, unit of measure, and cost will be pulled infrom JMT. You no
longerneed to search for an item if you know the number. To be consistent with
how Purcahse Order Entry (POE) works, if there is no cost in JMT, but there are
Billing and Discount amounts in JMT, the system will calculate the cost.

Accounts Receivable 32151 AAI - AGING
DRILL DOWN

Corrected an issue in AAI and AGI drill down to AAI that occurred when they were
run by due date.

System 32051 OUTLOOK
PLUGIN

Fixed an issue where a user would receive an error message when clicking 'Add to
PJM'.

Module IM# PROC Issue

LOW VOLTAGE 31055 LQE - QUOTE
ENTRY

When adding a template in LQE, you will have the op�on to have the system
create a separate Labor line based on the installa�on �me. A check box will be
added to the Add Template screen.

 31602 LSE - PACKING
SLIP ENTRY

Corrected an issue where Remarks were not being saved.

PURCHASE ORDERS 32080 POI -
PURCHASE
ORDER
INQUIRY

Addressed an issue that caused POI to calculate incorrectly if the unit of
measurement was C or M.

QUOTES 22115 QPE - BID
ENTRY

When entering a new quote, the user will now search the customer master file
instead of the address book. If a customer is not in the address book, the user will
be prompted to add them at that �me. The user s�ll has the op�on to leave the
field blank.

 31924 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Adjusted program so that a change order generated using [Auto C/O] will not have
'Lock Sell Price' checked automa�cally.

WORK ORDERS 32083 WBU - CLEAR
REPRINT FILE

Corrected an issue where a range of invoices manually entered in the WBU10 step
of the update were not prin�ng.

Module IM# PROC Issue

SYSTEM 32040 WHO - Show
Users

Corrected an issue that had denied non-admin users access to WHO.

PURCHASE ORDERS 31593 POE -
PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

Updated the program to allow a Lot Price PO to be closed when Job Budgets are
closed.

PAYROLL 26998 EMU - Check If
Update Run
EMU - Check If
Update Run

If the monthly union dates were entered incorrectly during EMU - Month End
Reports, you may change them for your current period in HMQ/#515-#516.

 31001 EWE - W2 EDIT
LIST

Adjusted program to alert users of nega�ve values or other errors.

QUOTES/PROPOSALS 31873 QPE - BID
ENTRY

Fixed distorted search screen when searching the standard phase/cat list when
booking a job.



ROLL INVENTORY 32066 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

Fixed instances where right-clicking on 'To Release' was not popula�ng the
column.

WORK ORDERS 31744 WBE - INVOICE
ENTRY

Corrected an issue that caused incorrect billing totals when lines had been
deleted, but not saved by the system in certain instances.

Module IM# PROC Issue

PAYROLL 31933 Control File
Ques�ons

Background control file fixes. In some instances, deduc�on code 'N' was being
treated as a pre-tax deduc�on in cases where it should not have been, causing a
FICA error report.



17.76.05

Module IM# PROC Issue

PAYROLL 31933 Control
File
Ques�ons

Background control file fixes. In some instances, deduc�on code 'N' was being treated as a pre-tax
deduc�on in cases where it should not have been, causing a FICA error report.



17.76.04
Various minor enhancements/fixes made to the Low Voltage module, as well as the following updates to other STRUCTURE modules:

Module IM# PROC Issue

ADMINISTRATOR 31372 DEC - EXECUTIVE
CENTER

Corrected an issue when drilling down to the detail in the A/R sec�on
of the DEC screen, where info didn't match what was on the main
screen.

PURCHASE ORDERS 31784 PPC - Summary By
Phs/Cat/Typ

Corrected an issue when there was no data to print, which caused an
error message, instead of an 'informa�onal' message. Will now exit you
gracefully back to the menu.

PAYROLL 31107 EQU - VERIFY
FICA/MEDICARE

Updated 2019 Form 941 released.

QUOTES/PROPOSALS 31340 QBT - BID TEMPLATE
MAINT

Changed the column heading that said 'Price' to 'Cost' to avoid
confusion. When the template is brought into the Quote (QPE) the
columns now says 'Cost'.

 31058 QPE - BID ENTRY Fixed an issue where the field labels disappeared from the Add'l tab of
QPE.

 31328 QPE - BID ENTRY If an item number is typed into the Item# field on a sub-line of a pricing
item, the descrip�on, unit of measure, and cost will populate from JMT
(Job Maintenance). You no longer will have to search for the item, if you
know the number you want.

ROLL INVENTORY 31597 IVL - INVENTORY
VALUATION RPT

Corrected an issue that occurred when running the IVL for 'Non-Roll'
items, where the program was not looking at the ending value.

 31472 IWR - WORK TICKET
FROM ROLL

Instead of ge�ng an error message in IWR if you click 'Create Rel' when
you have no items listed, you will now get a message sta�ng 'No Lines
to Release'.

WORK ORDERS 31452 WOE - WORK ORDER
ENTRY

Added the ability to restrict who can [Delete] a work order from WOE.
See 'Set Full Access' sec�on of screen.

Module IM# PROC Issue

GENERAL LEDGER 31207 GCI - CHECK BOOK
PRINT & INQ

Corrected the issue of duplicate checkbook inquiry transac�ons for
payroll entered manually via EME.

PAYROLL 26998 EMU -
CHECK IF UPDATE RUN

If the monthly union dates were entered incorrectly during EMU -
Month End Reports, you may now change them for your current period
in HMQ/#515-#516.

QUOTES/PROPOSALS 31025 QPE - BID ENTRY Updated program so that Book Date is not checked by default on the
Book tab.

 31481 QPE - BID ENTRY Addressed an issue that could cause the phase/category/type
informa�on to disappear on line items a�er changing the order of the
items.

ROLL INVENTORY 24107 IWQ - WORK TICKET
FROM QUOTE

When using the default IWQ (HMQ/RIS/#2010=blank) the [Recap] will
now print change order items as well.



 31334 IWQ - WORK TICKET
FROM QUOTE

Fixed an issue with the default IWQ screen (HMQ/RIS/#2010= blank).
The right-click feature on 'Material Descrip�on' and 'To Release' have
been restored.

WORK ORDERS 31429 WTT - TRUCK
TRANSFER MAINT.

Corrected an issue with the <F8> search where the selected material
was not moving onto the WTT screen.

Module IM# PROC Issue

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 31341 VCH - VOUCHER
MAINTENANCE

Corrected a locking issue that could occur if you double-clicked on a
Voucher Memo.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 31453 PJL - TRANSMITTALS Addressed an issue that could occur when a user clicked [Print] and
MCQ/#35 = Y.

PURCHASE ORDERS 31374 POI - PURCHASE
ORDER INQUIRY

Addressed an issue where the program was not reading the U/M
correctly on the Detail Lines tab of POI when the U/M was 2 characters.

PAYROLL 31118 ECN - Ready To
Calculate

Adjustment to calcula�on in CT table D when there is an expense only,
or a deduc�on that results in an expense only.

 26376 EME - MANUAL TIME
ENTRY

Rec�fied an issue that could cause the state tax to print twice on the
EPR - Payroll Register report.

 31043 EWT - W2
MAINTENANCE

Corrected screen glitches caused when using [Delete] on the second
screen.

ROLL INVENTORY 28123 INT - NON ROLL
TRANSFER

Addressed an issue that could cause the transfer quan�ty to display
incorrectly when transferring mul�ple lines of material.



17.76.03

Module IM# PROC Issue

LOW VOLTAGE 31438 LQE - QUOTE
ENTRY

Fixed an issue where the markup on the added line item didn't overwrite the
Add'l tab's markup.

 31433 LQE - QUOTE
ENTRY

Added an op�on on the Add'l tab to allow the user to have a different Markup
(or GP%) for the labor por�on of the project than the material.

 31352 LMM -
MANUFACTURER
INDEX
MAINTENANCE

The LMM screen will now hold a default phase and category. These can be
overwri�en at the �me of the quote if necessary.

 31078 LPM - PARTS
MAINTENANCE

Low Voltage Materials menu changed LPM to JMT - Material Maintenance. It is
the same file that is found in Job Cost, avoids confusion by using the same PROC
iden�fica�on.

 31042 IMM - NOTES
MASTER

Made changes to IMM/QMM - the QS-Bid Status will only accept 1 character. LV
code will only accept 2 characters.

 31041 LSE - PACKING
SLIP ENTRY

If the Serial Number field of JMT - Material Maintenance has a 'Y' and you
answer control HMQ/LVG/#6030 with a 'Y', you will be required to enter
something in the serial # field of LSE before exi�ng.

 31033 LCM -
CONTRACT
MAINTENANCE

Added a new field for Markup or Gross Profit percentage. Depending on the
answer to LVQ/#2005, this field will be labeled either M/U% or G/P%. The
program does not bring in the markup % from JMT - Material Maintenance. The
program will use that field in conjunc�on with cost to calculate the price.

LVQ/#2005 = Blank - Markup (M/U%) is used a markup on Cost.

LVQ/#2005 = R, then a Gross Profit (GP%) is calculated.

Example: Cost 10.00 M/U% 50.00 Price = 15.00

Example: Cost 10.00 G/P% 50.00 Price = 20.00

 31032 LBT - BID
TEMPLATE
MAINTENANCE

New Feature: If items from JMT - Material Maintenance are included on the
templates created in LBT, and the user would like to update ALL pricing, and ALL
changes to the markup % on ALL templates, they may choose [Upd All Prices].
This op�on is available only when the user first enters the LBT screen. The user
will be asked to confirm the update. There is no Undo for this func�on. A user
may choose to enter a template, and update the price and Markup% (GP%)
column just on that specific template.

 26366 LPU - PULL
SHEET REPORT
AND UPDATE

Corrected the Report to show all five lines of the remarks.

JOB COST 31345 JMT - MATERIAL
MAINT

L41 - JMT import has been updated to bring in fields to the Main and Add'l tab.
Re-impor�ng issues have been corrected.

QUOTES/PROPOSALS 31075 QPE - BID ENTRY Fixed an issue where the System didn't read lines with frac�onal quan��es
during Measure Square imports.

 



Module IM# PROC Issue

ADM -
Administrator

31011 FIXLS- FIX REPORT
LIST

Addressed an issue where user reports weren't showing in the Report List of
archived companies.

JOB - Job Cos�ng 31054 JMG- MASTER
REPORT
GENERATOR

Corrected an error in the calcula�on of column choice #459 (Net Earned to Date).

 31204 JXE- COST TIME
ENTRY

Addressed a problem that was preven�ng new Labor Detail Lines added to work
orders from upda�ng to JXE if the work orders had been previously updated.

System - General 30714 LQE- QUOTE
ENTRY

Resolved issues with �tle bar text in programs when using Hot Keys.

PAY - Accounts
Payable

31118 ECN- Ready To
Calculate

Adjustment to calcula�on in CT table D when there is an expense only, or a
deduc�on that results in an expense only.

 31026 EHO- FULL YEAR
1095C RPT

Addressed 4100 errors caused when there was nothing to print.

QPS -
Quotes/Proposals

31075 QPE- BID ENTRY Fixed an issue where the System didn't read lines with frac�onal quan��es during
Measure Square imports.

RIS - Roll
Inventory

31208 ILB- INVENTORY
LABELS

Addressed bar code values that were not readable by a scanner when printed.

WOS - Work
Orders

31048 WRU-
PM/RECURRING
SCHED UPDATE

Program updated to use Customer Name if Service Loca�on is blank.



17.76.02

Module IM# PROC Issue

Job Cost 30462 JMT - MATERIAL
MAINT

Updates made to JMT screen.

 30904 JMT - MATERIAL
MAINT

Bu�ons added to screen for Field Maintenance and Document Management.

Low Voltage 30888 LIU - RECEIPTS
REPORT/UPDATE

Updated program so the "On Hand" value is only updated if the material is not
assigned to a job.

 30722 LPU - PULL SHEET
REPORT AND
UPDATE

Addressed updates to Transac�on List (LIT) and Inventory History Report (LIH).

 27893 LSE - PACKING
SLIP ENTRY

If a material # is on a PO (key field) but was not added to JMT when the PO was
wri�en, it will be added to JMT when it is received into the warehouse via LSE.

 27400 LSP - Security LSP will give you another layer of security for the quo�ng func�ons of STRUCTURE.
This screen will give administrators a be�er flexibility of what individual users can
do within LQE - Quote Entry. Can limit users from dele�ng, edi�ng, or booking
quotes. Can also limit who can print a bid or quote.

Purchase Orders 21379 POE - PURCHASE
ORDER ENTRY

Added the <F2> (Dupe) func�on on Key field of POE. This will benefit customers
that need to order the same material but need the cost to go to a different phase
or category.

Quotes/Proposals 27515 QPE - BID ENTRY Enhanced the import from Measure Square to the quote entry screen (QPE). The
system will now tell you how many lines of the spreadsheet were read, along with a
report of which lines, if any, were skipped or rejected, and why.

Administrator 30784 SEC - Security
Maintenance

Added LVG to SEC - STRUCTURE Security Maintenance. An admin user can now
restrict a user from all PROCS within LVG - Low Voltage applica�on.

Module IM# PROC Issue

Accounts Payable 30842 VSI -
SUBCONTRACTOR
INQUIRY

Corrected an issue where Document Management was not available in VSI -
Subcontractor Inquiry.

 30798 VYF - PRINT 1099 Fixed 1099 lineup issue that affected vendors with two address lines.

Project
Management

30787 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

Fixed an issue that caused job info to clear in PJC a�er using Hot Keys to view JJE -
Job Entry.

 22466 PJC - PJM MAIN
SCREEN

Can now change the Descrip�on of the Word Document created in Transmi�als
and RFI's. A new control ques�on (MCQ/#40) must be answered to use this
descrip�on when emailing the Transmi�al or RFI. The descrip�on is saved when
viewed in the Documents tab.

Payroll 28376 EFO - MONTHLY
401K REPORT

Roth informa�on added to report.



 31013 ECR - 401K
Contribu�on
Report and
Update

Corrected an issue where the wide op�on of the report would run by Employee#
when it was supposed to be run by Short Name.

Quotes/Proposals 24165 QPE - BID ENTRY Process improvements made when impor�ng Safe Harbor, Calidus and Measure
Square files.

 30874 QPE - BID ENTRY If you are using a gross profit calcula�on instead of a markup on cost, in your bid
entry screen, the system will display the appropriate label on the Add'l Tab. (G/P%
or M/U%)

 27035 QPE - BID ENTRY Corrected an issue where sales tax could be incorrectly calculated if your markup
on the line exceeded 999.99%. The bo�om line sell price was correct, but the
amount of sales tax included in the figure was incorrect (using straight markup on
costs).

Roll Inventory 25245 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

Items on the grid may be sorted by Reference, Material#/Installer, or Material by
clicking on the respec�ve column header (if HMQ/RIS/#2010 = blank or 'W').
Reverse sort by clicking on the header again. To reset the display back to original,
click [Reset Display].

 25246 IWQ - WORK
TICKET FROM
QUOTE

If HMQ/RIS/#2010 is either blank or 'W' we have made a change to allow the user
to sort the display. The display maybe sorted by; Reference, Material#/Installer, or
Material Descrip�on. This will help when needing to release material that may be
part of the base job and on a change order. It will be easier to find 'like' material.

Work Orders 31082 WCR - SERVICE
LOCATION
REPORT

Corrected an issue caused when a PM Interval '99' was set up with 8 or more
Phrases.



17.76.00
2019 Payroll Tax Changes

Changes the upgrade makes:

* FICA limit will increase to $132,900

Federal withholding

* State Taxes

* Unemployment Limits

See below for all the changes.

To verify that the tax changes have completed:

In STRUCTURE:

• Type ETM in the GO Box.

The first line, FD FICA, will have a Descrip�on that reads FICA 01-01 2019.

If the above change displays, all tax changes have completed.

Check ETM in each company, including the office payroll company, if you have one.

 

Changes you must make:

FUTA % - Go into EQF. Verify that field 8 is 00.6000

Your company’s Unemployment percentage. Go to EQS - Company State Info for EQU. Type the two-le�er state
abbrevia�on and change the percentage in field# 13.

Massachuse�s EMAC rates-

In field 19 of EQS for MA, the EMAC percentage is 00.5100. This rate is for employers in their 6th year or more of being
subject to UHI. If your rate is different, change this field.

EMAC rates effec�ve January 1, 2019-

Year 1,2 and 3- New employers are exempt

Year 4 –Employers in their 4th year of being subject to EMAC-rate is 00.1800.

Year 5 –Employers in their 5th year of being subject to EMAC-rate is 00.3600.

Year 6 and more-rate is 00.5100 which is already in EQS for MA field 19.

Rhode Island unemployment limit –

In fields 12 and 18 of EQS for RI, the unemployment limit is $23,600. Employers

at the highest tax rate have an unemployment limit of $25,100. Change this field if needed.

401K limit:

* The 401K limit increased to $19,000.00. Go into ES4 and type in this amount. Click [OK]. This will change the 401K
limit for deduc�on codes Z (tradi�onal 401K) and z (roth) in EMT.

* Catch-up contribu�ons - Employees 50 years of age or older are eligible to make addi�onal catch-up contribu�ons.
The 401K catch-up contribu�on for 2019 remains at $6,000. Enter 25,000.00 in EMT as the limit for deduc�on code Z
or z for employees who are eligible.

Helpful Hint: If you need to run a report that shows employee’s 401K limits, set up an ELR – Employee Line Generator Reports using
report op�on 8.

 

January 2019 Payroll Tax Changes



State Changes

California Changes to the low income exemp�on, deduc�ons, exemp�on allowance and the amounts in the tax table.

California SDI The tax rate remains at 1.0%. The taxable wage limit changed to $118,371. The maximum to withhold for
each employee is $1183.71.

Georgia The standard deduc�ons and personal allowances increased. There were changes to the rates in the tax table.

Illinois The exemp�on increased to $2275. State tax rate remains at 4.95%.

Indiana Changes to some county tax rates. State tax rate remains at 3.23%.

Iowa The withholding allowance increased to $1,690. There were changes to the wage brackets and amounts in the
tax table.

Kentucky The standard deduc�on increased to $2,590.00. Tax rate remains at 5%.

Maine The withholding allowance and standard deduc�ons changed, and there were changes to the wage brackets
and amounts in the tax table.

Massachuse�s The tax rate decreased to 5.05%. See page 2 for Quarterly EMAC-Employer Medical Assistance Contribu�on
rates.

Missouri The standard deduc�on increased to $12,200.00, and there were changes to the wage brackets and amounts
in the tax table.

Minnesota There were changes to the wage brackets and amounts in the tax table.

New Jersey DI

 

 

FLI, Workforce
Unemployment

The employee DI tax rate decreased to 0.17%. The taxable wage base increased to $34,400, which changed
the amount to be held per employee to $58.48.

 

The FLI rate decreased to .08%. The employee limit for Unemployment Insurance, Workforce and the FLI
combined is $173.72.

New Mexico The exemp�on allowance increased to $4,150 and there were changes to the wage brackets and amounts in
the tax table.

New York

 

Changes to the tax rates and the wage brackets.

New York-

Yonkers

Changes to the tax rates and the wage brackets.



North Carolina The standard deduc�on increased to $10,000 and the tax rate decreased to 5.35%.

North Dakota The withholding allowance increased to $4,200 and there were changes to the wage brackets and amounts in
the tax table.

Ohio Changes to the tax rates and the wage brackets.

Oregon The standard deduc�on changed along with the tax tables.

Rhode Island The withholding allowance stayed at $1,000 and there were changes to the wage brackets and amounts in the
tax table.

Rhode Island

TDI

The taxable wage base increased to $71,000. The tax rate stayed at 1.1%. The maximum to withhold for each
employee is $781.00.

South Carolina The personal exemp�on increased to $2,510 and the standard deduc�on increased to $3,470. There were
changes to the wage brackets and amounts in the tax table.

Vermont The withholding allowance increased to $4,250. There were changes to the wage brackets and amounts in the
tax table.

The tax update will change the Unemployment limits in field# 12 in EQS on states listed below with an asterisk (*) before them. The
new limit is shown on this page. States without an asterisk either have the same Unemployment limit this year as they did in 2017, or
we have not received the new limit yet.

If you need to change your company’s Unemployment percentage, go to EQS, Company State Info for EQU. Type the two-le�er state
abbrevia�on and change the percentage in field# 13.

 2-le�er
State

State Limit   2-le�er
State

State Limit

 AL Alabama $ 8,000  * MT Montana $33,000

* AK Alaska $39,900   NE Nebraska $9,000

 AZ Arizona $ 7,000  * NV Nevada $31,200

AR Arkansas $10,000   NH New Hampshire $ 14,000

 CA California $ 7,000  * NJ New Jersey $34,400

* CO Colorado $13,100  * NM New Mexico $24,800

 CT Connec�cut $15,000  * NY New York $11,400

DE Delaware $ 16,500  * NC North Carolina $24,300



 DC District of Columbia $ 9,000  * ND North Dakota $36,400

 FL Florida $ 7,000  OH Ohio $ 9,500

 GA Georgia $ 9,500  * OK Oklahoma $18,100

HI Hawaii $45,900  * OR Oregon $40,600

* ID Idaho $40,000  PA Pennsylvania $ 10,000

 IL Illinois $12,960  * RI Rhode Island $23,600

 IN Indiana $ 9,500   SC South Carolina $ 14,000

* IA Iowa $30,600   SD South Dakota $ 15,000

 KS Kansas $14,000  TN Tennessee $ 7,000

* KY Kentucky $ 10,500   TX Texas $ 9,000

 LA Louisiana $7,700  * UT Utah $35,300

 ME Maine $12,000  * VT Vermont $ 15,600

 MD Maryland $ 8,500   VA Virginia $ 8,000

 MA Massachuse�s $15,000  * WA Washington $49,800

 MI Michigan $ 9,500   WV West Virginia $ 12,000

* MN Minnesota $34,000   WI Wisconsin $14,000

 MS Mississippi $14,000  * WY Wyoming $25,400

* MO Missouri $12,000   PR Puerto Rico $ 7,000

* State with an Unemployment limit change.

 

Resolved Issues/Enhancements

Module IM# PROC Issue
Accounts
Payable

30610 VIC - Instant Check Added a layer of security. If a check is printed (or viewed) it
will be updated before exi�ng.

Document
Management

23045 VSM- SUB CONTRACT
MAINT

Addressed several glitches involving Document Management
a�achments.



 23046 VSM- SUB CONTRACT
MAINT

Addressed several glitches involving Document Management
a�achments.

General
Ledger

26878 GPC-
MONTHLY DIST REPORTS

Message change. The "Are You Sure?" prompt changed to:
"This program prints Monthly Distribu�on Reports. [Ok] /
[Cancel]". If you click [OK] you will then be asked if you want
them all.

Job Cos�ng 22451 JBH- SUMMARY BUDGET
HRS/COST

Now has the op�on to clearly choose which cost types you
want to include on the report. (Up to 7 cost types.)

 29423 JDC - Detail Cost Report Corrected an issue with BRAINS where the a�achment was
not sent properly when run by 'Selected Job'.

 25332 JBU- BILLS TO PRINT Resolved an issue where users were not always prompted to
"Generate Email Report" when they should have been. Issue
occurred if not prin�ng a G702/G703, and just prin�ng
(emailing) a requisi�on.

 21385 JFE- AIA FORM ENTRY Improved search speed on jobs in JFE-AIA/Schedule of Values.
To increase the search speed, a change was made to JJE-Job
Maintenance: If/when a reference field in JJE is changed, the
System will update JFE at that �me.

 25229 JJI- JOB COST SUMMARY
INQUIRY

[Budget] inquiry will total all approved budgets, total
unapproved, and grand total all together. This will give the
user clearer informa�on on the budget amounts. When the
user chooses 'Approved Only' they can now easily see that
same figure on the Budget Inquiry screen as well. This change
also effects JBI - Budget and Cost Inquiry

 25232 JJI- JOB COST SUMMARY
INQUIRY

Changes have been made to the printout received when
selec�ng [Print] at the bo�om of the JJI screen. The Budget
column will check to see if 'Approved Only' (Budgets) was
checked on the JJI screen. If so, the print will have a column
for approved and unapproved budgets. The % Complete
column will do the same calcula�on that the screen does. This
only applies to the default JJI screen. If your company has a
special JJI program, this change will not be present.

 24121 JMG- MASTER REPORT
GENERATOR

Fixed issue with JMG's user defined fields, where users
couldn't change whether the column should be totaled or
not.

 30485 JXE - COST TIME ENTRY

WOE - Work Order Entry

The program will now flag the cost on the work order if it was
imported or skipped. The flag will prevent work orders that
have imported into JXE or skipped by the JXE process from
impor�ng again. The user will no longer be able to edit the
WOE labor �me entry for records imported, and will receive a
message if they try. Users may s�ll change some things, like
adding a date to the labor record if it was 'skipped' for not
having a date, and the record will be reimported. This
func�on was also added to WBU, WCU, and WIU processes.

 27656 JIE - Instant Invoice
Entry

Corrected an issue where the Tax displayed in JIE disn't always
match the printed tax amount due to rounding.

Order
Processing

28080 OIU- ASSIGN INVOICE
NBR

Addressed Invalid Date error messages that could occur in
certain instances.

 28077 OUC- PRINT INVOICES Addressed an issue that allowed pos�ng to periods blocked in
GFM.



Purchase
Orders

27836 POE- PURCHASE ORDER
ENTRY

For customers using RTC templates, fixed an issue where not
all numbered line phrases were prin�ng in POE.

Payroll 27918 EAR- IMPORT LAYOFF
CHECKS

Issue addressed that prevented the program from processing
if none of the pretax deduc�ons were prevailing wage only.

 24129 ECR- Standard
ECR(No=Wide)

Addressed an issue that could cause wide reports to not print
on the first a�empt.

 26970 ECR- Standard
ECR(No=Wide)

Clarified the prompt message regarding the op�on to print a
wide report.

 27785 ECR- Standard
ECR(No=Wide)

Fixed an issue that caused an error message to display when a
wide report was run and there was no data to process.

 27090 EEX- MAKE DW 4 CERT
PRL EXPORT

On MA export, fixed an issue that could cause incorrect
Awarding Authority if mul�ple CERTX notes existed on the
job.

 27093 EEX- MAKE DW 4 CERT
PRL EXPORT

On OH export, fixed an issue that could cause incorrect
Contract Number or Public Authority Owner if mul�ple CERTX
notes existed on the job.

 27096 EEX- MAKE DW 4 CERT
PRL EXPORT

On RI export, fixed an issue that could cause incorrect
Contractor/Subcontractor status if mul�ple CERTX notes
existed on the job.

 27099 EEX- MAKE DW 4 CERT
PRL EXPORT

On WA export, fixed an issue that could cause incorrect
Contract# and or Project County if mul�ple CERTX notes
existed on the job.

 27087 EEX- MAKE DW 4 CERT
PRL EXPORT

On CT export, fixed an issue that could cause incorrect
SECTION if mul�ple CERTX notes existed on the job.

 27831 EQU- Quarter End
Reports and Update

Addressed 4100 errors that occurred when there was no data
to print.

 26378 EWE- W2 EDIT LIST The system will no longer create a W2 for an individual or
state that is set up in EMT as a payee of a garnishment. There
will not be a transac�on on the EWE report, and there will be
no W2 generated.

 27561 EHP - Create 1095C pdf 1095C form has been updated to reflect the year 2018.
 25241 ENA - Emp. Name &

Address
Enhanced this report to give the user the op�on to choose
which columns they want printed. Also gave op�on to send to
Excel as a .csv or .xml.

 27398 ETA - Cash Accounts for
Tax Check

Corrected an issue where if no Federal taxes were taken SS
and Medicare did not pull from the correct bank.

Quotes 27327 QPE- BID ENTRY When booking alternates as base bids, fixed an issue that
caused the Alternate 10 to not show in QPE when booked.

 28344 QPE - Bid Entry Corrected an issue when a Change Bid was awarded as the
Base Job, the full Quote# is displayed in field 38 of JJE.

Accounts
Receivable

26431 ARE- CHANGE
RETAINAGE

Addressed an issue that could cause the Customer# field to
not populate a�er an [Undo] and/or search in certain
instances.

Roll
Inventory

28015 ILB- INVENTORY LABELS Addressed an issue where certain barcodes were unreadable.

 27751 IVL- INVENTORY
VALUATION RPT

Fixed an issue that was causing 'No Data Found' messages in
error.

 28124 IRT - Roll Transfer Corrected an issue where mul�ple transfers made on one roll
were not upda�ng properly in IMT.



Workforce 27596 SDR- WORK SCHEDULE
REPORT

Addressed an issue that would cause a 4100 error if no data
was found.

 27693 SWF- WORK FORCE
MAINTENANCE

Updated program to recognize when employees are deleted
from EMT - Employee maintenance.

 28052 SDR - WORK SCHEDULE
REPORT

Addressed prin�ng issues that caused blank pages and/or
duplicate data.

Work Orders 28104 WPE- QUOTE PROPOSAL
ENTRY

Addressed an issue that could cause errors when conver�ng
work orders to jobs.

 25247 WWR- Ready To Purge? May now purge your work orders by Service Loca�on. This
op�on will give you be�er flexibility in determining which
work orders to purge. The screen has changed slightly to offer
be�er instruc�ons as well.

 25248 WWR- Ready To Purge? Added the ability to purge mul�ple types of work orders at
once. An op�on to select all was added.

 28207 WSC - SERVICE
LOCATION MAINT

Changed the spreadsheet import process such that if a user
enters address info for the customer on the spreadsheet, the
address info from AMT - Customer Maintenance will be
ignored and the spreadsheet info used instead.

 27527 WRP - Service Profit
Report

Corrected an issue where the Save Se�ng box would not
display.

 30627 WSC - Service Loca�on
Maintenance

Corrected an issue where the Phrase# in WSC was not
keeping all 8 characters of the Phrase#.



17.75.09
• Minor fixes to Low Voltage programs.



17.75.07
• Low Voltage module released. Click here for detailed workbook: Low Voltage

 

Resolved Issues/Enhancements

Module IM# PROC Issue

General
Ledger

22467 GRB - G/L vs
Budget
Report

Instead of automa�cally running the program to create the data for the
report, the System will display a message first so the user has an
opportunity to cancel if necessary. The message will also provide the date
and �me the report was last created. The user will have the choice to run
the report again using that data, or to update the data before crea�ng the
report.

 22470 GWT -
Working Trial
Balance

Instead of automa�cally prin�ng the report, a prompt will allow you to print
or cancel.

Job Cost 27182 JCE - Job
Cost Entry

Corrected an issue that caused invalid date errors.

Accounts
Payable

26385 VXD - Create
Direct
Deposit for
Bank

For customers using the direct deposit with file transfer for A/P check runs,
and also have payment batching turned on, we have corrected issues that
prevented the file from uploading properly.

Purchase
Orders

25236 POE -
Purchase
Order Entry

New func�on available to the user prior to entering a PO# on the screen.

[Copy PO] has been added to the upper right corner of the screen. (No�ce
we also moved [Chg Job] to the top of the screen as well).

[Copy PO] will allow the user to enter (or search for) a PO that they want to
copy. The System will display the Vendor#, Vendor Name, and Job #. The
user will also have the op�on to copy the phrases from the PO to the new
number.

When [Ok] is selected, a message will display with the new PO#, and upon
clicking [Ok] again, the System will open the new PO. All fields will copy,
except for the Date fields. PO Date will fill in with the System's date. "Delv
Req" and "Prm Date" will fill with 00/00/00. The 'Ordered By' will populate
with the User ID that copied the PO. If the new PO is for a different job,
choose [Undo].

Once your focus is back at the top of the screen, [Chg Job] will be available
to you.

Payroll 25237 EDL - Dept/
G/L List

An op�on to print 'All Reports' has been added.

 22852 ECR - 401k
Contribu�on
Report and
Update

Resolved an issue that caused an error message when there was no data to
print.

Accounts
Receivable

25243 AGI - Aged
Receivable
Inquiry

For those who used the Hot Key to pull up AMT to find the average days
open for customer invoices, you may now stay in AGI. We have added the
"Avg Days Open" field to the AGI screen.
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Roll
Inventory

26924 ICJ - Job Cust
Sheet

When cu�ng stock material to a job, the System will default to post the
cost/quan�ty to 000 0000 M (or whatever your first Material type is). You
may choose a phase, category, and type from the available budgets set up
on the job. Only the two material types, and the miscellaneous type, will be
allowed on the entry.

Work
Force

22864 SWF - Work
Force
Maintenance

Updated program so that employees deleted from EMT will no longer
display in SWF.


